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Tomorrow the remaining five com
panies win arrive in afternoon on
train No. 10. These are Company B
of Carlsbad ia command of Captain
Charles D. Church, First Lieutenant
Henry E. Christian, and Second Lieu
tenant William D. Dean; Company C
o; Artesia in command of Captain
Cuarles TL Echols, First Lieutenant
John F. Newkirk, and Second Lieutenant Robert Carson; Company K of
HUNDREDS OF NATIONAL GUARD Clovis in command of Captain Frank
C. Blumlein; First Lieutenant J. T,
BOYS ARRIVED IN CITY THIS ,
Dearborn; and Second Lieutenant
AFTERNOON
,
Edward J. Hoering; Company A of
Las Cruces in command of Captain
MARCH TO THE RIFLE RANGE Phillip E. Dessauer, First Lieutenant
Stuart K. Baker,' and Second Lieuten
ant F. M. Haley; Company D of Sil
RAILWAY. STATION
PRESENTED ver
City in command of Captain WilANIMATED SCENE AS TROOPS
liam A. Tenney, Jr., and First Lieu
DISEMBARKED
tenant Thomas W. Nolan.
Tomorrow morning, as but one of the
three battalions will be in camp, bat700 MEN IN ALL EXPECTED talion drill will be the
only maneuv
ers gone through. Major Ludwig Wil
TEN COMPANIES OF FIRST REGI- liam Ilfeld, in command of the bat
talion, will have charge of the drill.
MENT, WITH BAND, WILL
Guard mount will be participated in
PARTICIPATE
bv the entire company tomorrow even

SOLDIERS REACH

TRYING TO PROVE

CAMP MILLS FOR

EXISTENCE OF

MANEUVERS

SLUSH FUND

DEMOCRATS ARE SPLIT
Harrisburg, Pa., July 18. Pretty
nearly every democrat of prominence
In Pennsylvania
appears to have
arrived in town today In anticipation
of the meeting of the state commit
tee tomorrow. Though some of the
old wheel-horse- s
of the party are
busy in an effort to promote har
mony, there is every prospect tMt
the differences of the rival factions
will be fought out to a finish, with a
possibility that the fight . may be
carried into court for a final settle
ment Control of the state delega
tion to the next national convention
is the prize sought by both factions
The old Guffey crowd, which has had
the upper hand for years, and the
oppositon, now known as the
have candidates for state
chairman and memter of the national committee.
The organization pro
James Gay Gordon
poses
for national
committeeman
and
Eugene C. Bonnlwell for state chair
man. The reorganization democrats
are backing Congressman A. Mitchell
Palmer for national committeeman
and
Guthrie of Pittsburg
for state chairman

191 1.
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DR. WILEY

Domin
Ottawa, Ont., July lS.'-T- he
Ion parliament reassembled for the re
sumption of business today, follow
the recess which was taken to ening
I
able the premier and other officials to
attend the coronation and the Imperial Conference in London. A large
TO
number of western and lower province
members came In yesterday, and the
delegates from Ontario and Quebec
LORIMER
DEVOTING
EXTREME PRECAUTIONARY
INQUIRY
MEA- who
PURE FOOD EXalwayB arrive last, reached the GOVERNMENT'S
MUCH TIME TO $100,000
SURES TAKEN REASSURES
PERT PRESENTS HIS CASE
capital this morning. A wide diver
sion of opinion exists among the mem
JACK POT
NEW YORKERS
TO PRESIDENT TAFT
bers as to the probable outcome of
the session. The proposed reciprocity
HINES
ITALY
LENDING MUCH AID pact with the United States is, of LINE OF DEFENSE UNKNOWN
CLAIMEDJHE CREDIT
course, the foremost Item on the
WITNESS TESTIFIES HE HEARD
agenda. The program in regards to SECRETARY WILSON
THAT GOVERNMENT
DOES NOT
the measure will likely be determin
LUMBERMAN BOAST HAVING
WITH
UNITED
STATES
KNOW
AND
WHITE
HOUSE
ed In a large degree by the prospects
ELECTED SENATOR
HEALTH AUTHORITIES
HAS
NOT
DISCLOSED
IT
at Washington. A hard struggle is
In prospect here. It is generally be
HIS TESTIMONY IS DISPUTED
VESSELS RIGIDLY INSPECTED lieved that the opposition will resume IMMEDIATE ACTION UNLIKELY
filibustering and will persist In Its ef
forts to block any progress of the bill.
BUYER FOR
TIMBER MAGNATE.
BEFORE THEY LEAVE INFECTED If this course Is pursued a dissolution CABINET SAID TO HAVE INFOR
DENIES ALLEGED TELEPHONof parliament and a general election,
PORTS AND UPON ARRIVAL
MALLY DISCUSSED MATTER
IC CONVERSATION
with recoproclty as the. chief Issue,
HERE
AT MEETING TODAY
wouia appear to be Inevitable, though
'
ing.
the government leaders affect to be
New York, July 18. Fear of
Washington, July 18. How Edward
Washington, July 18. or, Harvey,
TRIBUTE TO TOM JOHNSON
Before sundown tomorrow all of
J
cholera Inyasion has been consider lieve that such a possibility is very W. Wiley's answer to the
the
Hines,
is
Chicago
lumberman,
charges
MEXICO REMEMBERS JUAREZ-Cit- y
New Mexico's splendid military forces
18.
New York, July
The grave of
remote.
said to have boasted
he "elected"
ably al'ayed here by vigorous precau
made against him by the personnel
of Mexico, July
thirty-nhe
will be assembled on the rifle range
Tom L. Johnson, former mayor of
William Lorimer to the senate, was
tionary measures. The governments
board of the department of agricul
northwest of Las Vegas to participate inth
Cleveland in Greenwood cemetery, of the
anniversary of the death of related
THACKERAY'S CENTENARY
LoriUnited States and Italy are co
before
the
senate
today
was presented to President Taft
ture,
in 'the annual encampment and field Benito Juarez, the illustrious soldier mer
was
decorated with flower
Brooklyn,
London, July 18 The one hundwith
New
the
Don
committee
York
health
investigating
operating
by
today.
and
liberal
party president, was obmaneuvers of the First Regiment
a party of his former friends
redth
of
birth
the
of
anniversary
M. Fraine, a cigar stand employe, today by
ald
has
surdetailed
department.
The outline of Dr. Wiley'B defense
Italy
New Mexico National Guard. Adju- served throughout Mexico tdday. At n
the Union League club In Chicago. and associate?, who had made the pil geons of her navy to inspect all ships William Makepeace Thackeray, the was not known by Secretary Wilson,
tant General A. S. Brookes, the com- the cemetery of San Ferdinando in It was near this
to
Cleveland
New
famous novelist, was widely celebrat- who received
York, bound to America from
stand that Herman primage from
the papers, and was not
plague affectthis city, where Juarez is buried,
for the sole purpose of placing tokens ed
ed today by literary and other sod disclosed at
manding officer, arrived yesrterdiay
H.
to
Hettler
claimed
Hines
the
to
In
remarked
the White House. Al
points
of
prevent
spread
elaborate
memorial
were
services
from Santa Fe. Early this morning
him on the day Lorimer was elected of their friendship and devotion upon fection among passengers and to aid etles throughout tfie United King- though Attorney
General Wicker-shaheld
under'
the
auspices of the Juarez
dom.
with members of his staff General
Is out of the city, the case was
that "Lorimer has been elected. 1 Mr. Johnson's grave on the anniver the quarantine officers when ships ar
societies
and
other
bodies.
patriotic
Brookes went to the range to lend
;
discussed Informally by the cabinet
lected him. I did it myself, eprson- sary of his birth, July 18.
The federal authorities
hi& supervision to the establishing of
No announcement as to when the
have sanctioned a ten-daally."
quarantine
the camp. Provisions and supplies
RIGHT
TO
QUESTION
for
such
vessels
president will dispose of the case
and
Fraine
sent
have
swore
here
that he could CIVIL WAR 1VA8
Today
cf various kinds arrived Saturday and FRANCE CALLS ON
was forthcoming but it is not proba
several medical experts. Health offinot recall the words but that Mr.
we?e taken charge of and moved to
cers of the port devoted all their atHines said, "I have elected Lorimer,
WOMAN IS DISPUTED ble that he will be able to settle It
the camp grounds by the quartermasfor several days.
tention
to
MURDER
our
next
senator."
the
today
bacteriological
SPAIN TO EXPLAIN
ter's department.
It Is well known In Washington
examination of some six hundred pasIsaac Baker, alumber buyer for Mr,
v
Ten companies with their officers
that
IN
ANGELES
LOS
Secretary Wilson and Dr. Wiley
ATTORNEYS
the
steamera
of
sengers
Moltke
and
testified
he
a
made
that
Hines,
trip SENATOR HEYBURN OPPOSES APnot been on friendly terms for
have
aiid the regimental band will take part
CASE
DYNAMITING
ARGUING
from Washington
Perugia, still In quarantine. No fur
to Chicago with
sbme time. It Is acknowledged by
In the maneuvers.
COURT
General Brookes WANTS TO KNOW WHY CONSU- Hines, ending on May 25, the
BEFORE
deaths
were
PROPRIATION
FOR
ther
CONFEDreported today.
day Lor
the secretary's friends that he takes
LAR AGENT
AT ALCAZAR
elated this morning that he could not
imer was elected. He was present in
ERATE MONUMENT
the position that the chief ot Via
state the number of soldiers who
COTTON MARKET PANICKY
WAS ARRESTED '
Los Angeles, July 18. Arguments chemistry bureau has assumed, more
W. H. Cook's room at the Grand Pa
New Orleans, July 18. Prices of considerable length, were mado to
would attend the'J.encampment until be
in th department than h
cific hotel when Hines had a Ions dis
Washington, Jufc 18. The , bitter crumbled on the opening of the loci day in "the ' contempt proceedings authority
to. In spite of this fact It.
is
had received the reports of the comentitled
Paris July IS. France tocray asked tance telephone talk ' to Springfield ness between senator neyourn ui cotton
'
exchange today. Heavy sell against Mrs. Ortie E. McManigal, wife was predicted today that Mr. Wilson
manding officers of each company af- Spain to explain the arrest of M about Lorimer's election that day.
Misof
Williams
Senator
and
Idaho,
was in evidence In Liverpool be of the alleged
dynamit- - will recommend Jenlency.
ter their arrival. It is probable, how Boisset, the French consular agent Cook testified that Hines said he sissippi, on the subject of the Confed ing
fore the markets on this side of the ter, when her case was resumed beI
'
He is aware of the popular sentiwill
the
in
be
next
a
on
number
the
at Alcazar, Morocco, by
ever, that the
Spanish would be down
train, pre- eracy, broke out anew in the senate water began business and at the
su
of
the
Bordwell
Walter
In favor ot Dr. Wiley and for
ment
fore
Judge
patrol, the report of which, incident pared to furnish all the money need today.
neighborhood of 700.
first stroke of the gong brokers be- - perior court.
reason, if for no other, his
that
re
So
In
did
advices
official
remark.
confirmed
of
denied
this
United
ed. Hines
the
is
First Lieutenant Young
Senator Heyburn objected to the 'gan to fill an immense accumulation
whether th,e friends declare that he will not con
of
Besides
the
question
Baker today.
States army, who is stationed at Fort ceived today.
taking up of a bill appropriating $100,-00- of selling orders wired in from nil grand Jury, before which Bhe refused cur with Mr. Wickersham in suggestThe press Is angered over what it
Baker was also at the Union
Bliss near El Paso, has been detailed
for a Confederate naval mdnu- - over the cotton country.
to answer questions, had the right to ing that Dr. Wiley'B resignation
on the part League club, he said, the day Clarence ment
Insults
the
calls
to
attend
the
repeated
war
Heports of heavy rain in Oklaho interrogate her regarding the actions would be acceptable.
in the Vicksburg military park,
department
by the
S. Funk, general manager of the In- tut Senator Williams won its consid ma apparently started
the selling. of men
encampment. Lieutenant Young will of Spain, and demands apologies.
President Taft told visitors this
already indicted, the attorAt the lowest In the slump that folternational Harvester company asked eration by a vote of 29 to 19.
tactics
in
military
on
that he would not be ablo
afternoon
contests
provide a problem
for
were
prepared
neys
to be worked out by the guard every STOKES' ASSAILANTS INDICTED
Hines, according to Hines, for the priv
to take up the Wiley case before Into
The Vicksburg park commission lowed the opening the December op other grounds'.
InNew York, July 18. Lilliam Gra ilege of contributing to Lorimer's cam- and the senate committee on military tion was a quarter of a cent a pound,
day. He also will conduct an officers'
The legal right of the defense to tomorrow. The president said he
indicted
under
a
bale
or
had
yesterday's
of
tin
$1.25
Hines
word
declared
Funk
to
read
fund.
measure,
tended
school for the Instruction of the com- ham and Ethel Conrad were
the
every
paign
affairs having approved
summon members of the grand Jury
counts growing out of asked him to contribute $10,000 to
shorts checked the
record and Indicated that it might
pany commanders and their lieuten today on three
Mr. Williams said It was desired to close. Buying by
for
stand
interrogation
witness
to
the
decline and caused a reaction of
the shooting of W. E. D. Stokes at ward a $100,000 fund.
before he reached a
ants.
have the monument complete for the
as to their purpose in calling Mrs. Mc- be several days
6.
The
five
about
points.
of
account
the
an
decision.
re
Baker
and
General Brookes has planned to con their apartments on June
gave
"Blue
,Gray"
Today
Manigal before them was one of them.
No matter what action President
duct the maneuvers and sham battles grand Jury held them for attempted meeting of Hines and Funk Just as union at Vicksburg in 1913.
The prosecution declared that no per
In
assault
first
in
decree,
murder
the
had
takes in the case of Dr. W'Jey,
said
Taft
he
Baker
school
had
the
done;
Hines
each morning while the officers
Senator. Williams abruptly left
GENERALLY FAVORADLE son according to the penal code, had the house committee on expenditures
assault in the neither read Hlne's testimony about
be
Senator
aDd guard mount will occur each af- the first degree and
Heyburn
chamber when
the right to inquire Into the actions
of agriculture
of the department
The officers second degree.
the conversations, nor heard' him give gan to speak.
ternoon and evening.
or motives of the grand Jury.
its investigaconduct
will
doubtless
to
wel
them.
his
his
versionof
and soldiers will be pleased
Mr. Heyburn characterized the
The prosecution intimated that Its
WEATHERJREVAILED
tion of the charges against Dr. Wiley.
Don't you regard it as remarkable tory of the war between the states as a
come townspeople to their camp
bereason for calling Mrs. McManigal
A member of the committee said t
which has been named "Camp Mills RIVAL REFINERIES
. then, for you to make practically the history of murder." He attacked the LAST WEEK WITNESSED MODER fore the grand Jury was to obtain from day that in any event it should try to
s?me report of these conversations newspapers of the country, declaring
in honor of Governor William J. Mills,
her information which might lead to find out what interests were using
IN
TEMPERATURE
ATION
The Optic will announce each even
L1TERALLYSTRANGLED that Hines does?" asked Senator Kern. many of them were disloyal and "dethe Indictment of persons other than their influence to get Wiley out of
No. sir. I do not." answered the lighted to express
their disloyalty."
AND GOOD RAINS
lng the occurrences at the camp and
the McNamara brothers, while the de- the government service.
witness.
the scheduled program for the follow
He had been characterized as "waving
fense contended that the only purpose
OF SUGAR TRUST
Weather, in questioning her was to learn what
Washington, July 18.
the bloody flag in the senate," he
ing day.
WAS
OPPOSITION
SAYS
"Governor's Day," which will occur
COUNTY OFFICIALS MEET
sai'd end had been so misrepresented generally favorable to the growing testimony she might have to offer at HAYTIEN REVOLUTION
bi
TO
the
of
one
QUIT
FORCED
be
will
on July 26,
Fort Dodge. Ia., July 18 More than that he was receiving scores of
crops, prevailed during the wee Just the trial against the state. .
events at the encampment. Governor
150 county clerks, recorders, auditors
letters from "cowards," threat- ended, according to the nationa'
APPEARS FORMIDABLE
New York.
July 18. Washington and sheriffs, representing practically ening him with physical violence be- weather bulletin of the weather buWilliam J. Mills with his entire staff
THE OPTIC SERIAL STORY
of the Amer
reau.
of
are
use
state
to
In
will visit the camp and will conduct B. Thomas,
of
the
the
Iowa,
cause of his opposition
every county
"No Man's Land," a stirring, heart- There was a decided moderation of
a review of the troops. On the night ican Suear Refining company, and in attendance at the annual meeting government funds to recognize Con
STATES.' DISPATCHES
UNITED
the temperature east of the Rockies throbbing romance, by Louis Joseph
o! July 25, officers and eoldiers will be now chairman of the board of direc of county officials, which opened a federate service.
of
first
a
the
is
chapter
seriol,
exam'niJ
Vance,
the
west,
witness
ADDITIONAL WARSHIPS TO
and a corresponding rise in
three days session here today. Amons
guests of honor at a grand ball to be tors, was the chief
Us
The
presents
today
which
c.rn
an
Optic
In
i
south
the
the
when
rains
congressional
beneficial
with
THE ISLAND
the attending officials are sixteen wogiven in the Duncan opera house by today
'
mittee resumed here its investigation men recorders. The principal social UNIDENTIFIED MAN
east, iln the corn growing states readers. It is one of the latest novels.
The Optic.
on
Bussir
methods of the
west of the Mississippi river much Dc not miss the opening chapter
feature of the gathering will be a
Tonight five companies wlll.be en- of the
Washington, July 18. At the retrust.
relief was experienced fom the ex page 7, nor those which will follow
with
camped on the range, together,
banquet at the Waconso hotel.
PRIEST
AND
ELK
AN
of American Minister Furniss,
to
said
quest
from
day.
Mr.
Thomas
opinion
public
treme heat.
day
the First Regiment band. These are
O
at Port Au Prince, the United State
H.
late
the
of
since
Ne
over
much
fell
Good
had
rains
changed
Com'
companies E and F of Santa Fe,
will send aonther gunboat to Haytien
bnt
Havemyer was president of the com
braska, Kansas and Oklahoma,
FROM
SAVED
PAUPER
pany G of Albuquerque, Company L
SUPPOSED
waters to protect Americans and
a
rules
"as
ran
and
it
sitssouri
and
in
captain
continues
drouth
the
MAN
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CONDEMNED
FIELD
of Tucumcarl and Company H of Las a
POTTER'S
IN
BURIAL
ILLNESS
be
GATES'
warfare
Interests, which are now seri
their
the
of
ship.". He told
Iowa, where vegetation is suffering
Vegas.
BY HOME LODGE
threatened by the revolution
its chief rt
and
the
tween
ously
company
severely.
The soldiers began arriving this afCHEATED GALLOWS against tho president
Arbuckles. and the Spre s
states
corn
the
In
the
growing
vals,
general
ternoon. Company E In charge of
IS MODERATING Pensacola, Fla., July 18. Discovery east of the Mississippi the weather
and expressed the opinion that
The second warship will go to
Captain Domingo Pacheco, First Lieu- these competitors ceased their opro-sitoithat an unidentified man, whose body was most favorable. In the spring
Au Prince, the capital. ' The guntenant James Baca and Second LieuHICKMAN, SENTENCED Port
was about to be buried in the Mem wheat growing states dry weather CHARLES
"because they got tired of los
boat Petrel is already at Port Liberte
tenant George W. Armij'v Company
been a continues and especially in south
TO HANG, DIED ON DAY OF
money.
ATTACK OF NEPHRITIS GRADU phis, Tenn., potter's field, had
ing
L.
on the north coast.
F in charge of Captain Norman
Mr. Thomas told the committee
member of the order of Elks, led to an western Minnesota and over most of
EXECUTION
ALLY BEING OVERCOME BY
11
J
E.
Lieutenant
na-First
Fernley
the
Minister Furniss regards the situa
King,
that while he ana Mr. semi
Investigation which established
the Dakotas, and the need of more
PHYSICIANS
Wiley and Second Lieutenant Jacob been appointed on the committee
as acute and fears that the govman's identity as Father Hugh O' moisture is sjyely felt.
tion
Pa, July 18. Charles Hick- ernment cannot control conditions if
Safford, Company G, In charge of Cap- with H. O. Havemyer, to purchase
Brien of Pensacola, administrator of
In the cotton growing states too Beaver,
been
hanged
who wa3 to have
tain William F. Brogan, First Lieuten- refineries, Mr. Havermyer never conParis, July 18 The attack of the Little Rock diocese under Bishop westher was mostly favorable. Bene man,
the murder of his wife, the movement continues to grow.
for
here
today
ant M. G, Browne, and the First Regi- sulted them but went ahead independ
much
over
W.
occurred
Morriss.
ficial showers
nephritis, which made John
ment band with Its director, Bartolo ently..
an of Texas and Oklahoma, greatly re in February, 1910, collapsed in ' his The revolutionists captured Pinchua
In discussing Havemyer s
Tho iHaonverv came through
modto
continued
Gates
ill,
seriously
the and Malssado on Sunday and yester
Ramirez, arrived on train No. 10. methods, Mr. Thomas said he stronseffects left lieving the severe drouth condition?, cell In the county Jail during
diffi- examination of the personal
The
Hickerate
secondary
this
died
co.ptoday.
of
morning.
the
and
With the band playing patriotic airs Iv opposed any publicity
night
bv Father O'Brien in a Memphis hos
day Gonaives fell Into their handa.
man escaped from Jail twice after his
the' soldiers marched to the camp. rwmv's business and even opposed culty, that of irregularity of the pital.
.
$1,"500,000 STORM DAMAGE
The gunboat Des Moines at Boston,
I
last atCompany L of Tucumcarl will arrive making annual reports to the stock heart, gives 'the . physicians concern
was a 'member. of 'Manila, July 18. Damage amount- conviction and Saturday night
O'Brien
Father
Is under orders to sail for the.
which
this evening on train No. 9 In com- holders. He had sufficient power to and necessitates the use of Btimu-lant- the Beecher,' Ala., lodge of Elks who, ing to $1,500,000 has been done by ty- tempted to take his life by inhaling
i
West
thebo-fIndies,
probably will b? rr.tshel
He repeatedly told the guards he
' These
mand of Captain Otto F. Edler, First Wn a friendly majority In
stimulants, however, upon learning of his death in Mem- phoons, and floods in Luzon. The to- gas.
he
all
sanctioned
to
be
who
AWcrtnr
the
to
live
hanged.
would never
Haytien capital.
Lieutenant Burton F. Littleton and
phis, furnished the funds to bury him. bacco provinces have been Isolated.
act well.
Second Lieutenant Frank H. Donohoo. did.
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The Colossal riagnitude of the
Values Offered
Command Your Attention.

Our Sensational Price
Reduction Sale
Scores a LightningLike Success.

offered would be
Even if you have not planned purchasing the sensational character of the values
be-- n
made on the
bound to interest you particularly when you realize that these vigorous price cuts have
merchandise at our
very goods you have admired and bought, having felt glad to buy such superior quality

Quick as a flash the savings which this sale offers, became known and thethrongs upon throngs which
wended their way to this store to share in the UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICE OFFERING almost overwhelmed us and this in the face of the fact we had additional help in all departments.
If the success of this sale is to be gauged by the enthusiastic buying of the first day then it will indeed
be the master merchandising event of our career and our FORCED REDUCTION of stock will soon be
accomplished.

regalar price.
of our.
In no respect can this event be compared to any Sale of the past, for, having reached the height
value giving its values are ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE OF DUPLICATION.

;

EVEPY DEPARTMENT

EVERYTHING

EVERYTHING

Contributes to this Sale, Hosiery, Underwear, Belts, Bags, Necks
wear, Silks, Shirts, Ribbons, Laces, Embroideries, Shoes, and Men
Wear are all specially priced for this Sale, Prices reduced from
One-Fourt- h

to

One-Hal- f

Wash Suits,' Silk Dresses, Wash
Dresses and Lingerie Waists, during our "Live Wire" Sale for just one- -

In Women's Millinery, Children's Headwear, Women's Parasols, Children's
Parasols, and all Lawns, Batistes and Dimities, during our "Live Wire" Sale
for just One

Half Price

HaJf Price

In Women's Tailored Suits,

two-piec- e

FOR, CASH ONLY.

FOR CASH ONLY

ESTABlSHED 786Z
mmmmssm
Governor Campbell of Texas, Con
gressman Randall of Texas,
ernor Comer of Alabama,
McCreary of Kentucky,
Beckham of Kentucky, Henry Watter-so- n
of Kentucky, Congress Ralney of
Illinois, Senator Newlands of Nevada,
Mayor Gaynor of New York, Mayor
Harrison of Chicago and
Dunne of Chicago are the names of
men whom democrats may well delight
to honor. There are many more who
are entirely competent, some of whom
have not had an opportunity to prove
their capacity in public office.
"It will not be difficult to make up
a good ticket. Timber presidential
and vice presidential
is abundant.
The main thing ia to get the best
men men who will grow during the
campaign and who can be trusted if
elected."
v

Bryan Picks Likely Candidates
In the most recent issue of The
Commoner, William J. Bryan under
the heading "Available Candidates for
Democratic Nominations in 1912," discusses the political situation as follows:
"While the issues are not yet outlined with sufficient clearness to enable the democratic party to select
its national ticket with intelligence,
still, as the time is approaching when
such selection must be made, it will
not hurt to discuss some of the men
who deserve to be considered.
"The Commoner takes the liberty of
.mentioning a few tickets president
and vice president. 'Its purpose is,
first, to show how many big, strong,
available democrats we have to pick
from, and, second, to get the opinions
of its readers on the tickets suggested.

"The order In which these tickets

are named must not be taken as

.

in-

dicating Mr. Bryan's preference. He
is not prepared to decide for himself
the question of relative availability.
"No one questions the availiablllty
of Joseph W. Folk of Missouri, Governor Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey, or Champ Clark, speaker of the
house of representatives. Aside from
these most prominently mentioned
there are many other available men.
"Governor Smith of Georgia and
Governor Burke of North Dakota would
make an excellent ticket. Smith is
one of the biggest men In the smth
and Burke is one of the biggest men
In the west. Both are progressive,
both, have records to commend them.
They would not suit Wall street but
that la no objection the ticket that
would suit Wall street would not suit
the democratic party.
"Governor Marshall of Indiana and
Governojr Dlx of New York or Dix and
Marshall as you please, suggest an opThey are
portunity to democrats.
l)C th good men.
"Senator Culberson of Texas and
Senator O'Gorman of New Tork
and O'Gorman are available
candidates for president and vice
president or O'Gorman and Culberson- n

k

Smith and Burke represent the south
and west the coutheast and northwest; Culberson and O'Gorman represents south and east 4he west- south and northeast. Culberson and
O'Gorman are clean, capable men and
they are in harmony with the advancing sentiment of democracy. They believe in the constitution but instead of
using it for the protection of predatory
wealth they use it to guard the rights
of

the

people.

"Governor Shafroth of Colorado and
Governor Foss of Masachusetts are of
fered for Inspection as a national tick
et. They are able, broadminded men
of experience, and they have bravely
met the questions Which have risen
during their respective terms. They
represent the west and the east and
it is a ticket that will work both ways.
"What do you think of iJames of
Osborne
Kentucky and
of Wyoming. James Is one of the
leaders of the house of representatives there is no better man for president and Osborne has been one of
the most active of the western democrats during the past twenty years.
He is competent to discharge the duties of any offlpe. The country would
be safe In the hands of James and
Osborne.
"James of Kentucky and Brandies
of Masachusetts would make a great
ticket both are reformers and both
measure up to the requirements.
"Judge Walter Clark of North Carolina and Senator Fomerene of Ohio
would well represent progressive democracy.
"Governor Plaisted of Maine, Sens
ator Kern of Indiana, Senator
of Nevada; Senator Chamberlain of Oregon, Senator Owen of
Thomas of
Oklahoma,
Patterson
of
Colorado,
Adams of ColoColorado,
rado, George Fred Williams of Massaof
Higglns
chusetts,
of
Gleen
Rhode Island,
of
North Carolina,
Tyler
McMillin of TenVirginia,
Turner of Washnessee,of Oklahoma, ex- Gore
Senator
ington,
New-land-

There's a certain minister whose
duties sometimes call him out of the
city. He has always arranged for some
one of his parishioners to keep company with his wife and little daughter
during these absences. Recently, however, he was called away so suddenly
that he had no opportunityN of providing a guardian.
The wife was very brave during the
early evening, but after dark her courage began to fail. She stayed up with
her little girl till there was no excuse for staying any longer, and then
took her upstairs to bed.
"Now go to sleep, dearie," she said
"Don't be afraid. God will protect
you."
"Yes, mother,"

answered the little
,
but the
girl; "that's all
next time let's make better arrange
ments." Human Life.
right-tonight-

Politics and !
I Politicians..
Massachusetts democrats will meot
October 5 to renominate Governor
Foss.
The politicians In New Jer.iey
cities are fighting hard and in ma.uy
cases with success against the ad
option of the commission form of
government.
Nebraska democrats will meet 'n
Fremont on July 25 to nominate
candidates for the state offices to
be filled at the election next November.
democrats an enPennsylvania
factional fight for
a
in
bitter
gaged
the control of the state realization
and the delegation to the procidentia!
convention.
William V. Allen, who represented
Nebraska in the United States senate
some years ago, aspires to a place on
the district bench of that state.
Jacob M. Dickinson, late secretary
of war In President Taft's cabinet,
has been appointed to a chair of law
in Vanderbilt university.
the
W. C. Brown, president of
New York Central railroad, denies
the report that he intends to become a candidate for the seat of
Senator Kenyon of Iowa.
headquarters
have been opened In St. Louis by the
Missouri democratic league, which
was organized a year ago to boom
Folk
the candidacy of
democratic
presidential
for the
of Samuel R. Van Sant,
of Minnesota, want him
candidate for United
a
to become
States senator in the republican primaries next year, against Senatot
Knute Nelson.
Senator
Former United States
James A. Hemenway, who went down
in the domocratic. landslide which
sweDt Indiana four years ago,J may
be named for representative by the
republicans of the First Indiana
Friends

ROSY AS A GIRL

Summit, N. C In a letter received
from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the
notary public, says:" "My wife had
been ailing for nearly 12 years, from
female ailments, and at times, was
unable to leave the house. She suffered agony with her side and back.
We tried physicians for years, without relief. After these treatments all
failed, ehe "took Cardul, and gained in
weight at once. Now she ia red and
rosy as a school girl." Cardul, as a
tonic for women, has brought remarkable results. It relieves pain and misery and ta the Ideal tonic for young
and told. Try It. At druggists.

The Drtraary election in Mississip
pi is but a few weeks distant. Inter
est centers almost wholly In the
United
senatorial
fight between
States Senator Leroy Percy, ex--

Governor J. K. Vardaman and C. B.
Alexander.
Chief Justice Walter A. Clark' of
the North Carolina supreme court ia
a recent address prophesied that
within a few years the women ''f
North Carolina would be exercisin?
the full right of suffrage.
A three-dayconvention is to be
held In Boston next month under the
auspices of the National Independence Polltcal league, which is an organization of colored men who believe they should use their votes for
the general betterment of their race
rather than to procure political offices and that the American negro
should not give his support to any
particular political party.
s'

The telephone bell rang loudly In the
silent watches of the night in one of
the larger hosiptals of New York re
cently, and one of the young Internes,
who was doing duty in the office at
the time, answered.
'
"I dis der hosplttle?' came a female
voice in a strong German accent.
"Yes said the doctor.
"I wand to sepak to der doctor,"
came the voice.
"This is one of the doctors,'" said
the interne. "What Is you want?"
"I vishes to Inkvire," said the voice,
"how lss Rosa Schmide?"
It happened that this was the name
of one of his recent patients. "Rosa
Schmidt?" he said.
Rosa
"Why,
Schmidt was discharged four dnv
ago as cured. She is not here any
longer.
"Ach, Gott!" came the voice in a
tone of profound vexation. "A nickel
gone!" New York Times.

ABSORBLETS
had the reputation
of being the "homliest man God
ever made," but one day he met a
stranger who was "homller" than he.
. f'Sitrangipr,"
quoth Jjohn, "J gess
I've got to kill you."
"Why so?" asked the stranger.
"Because I've always swore that if
I ever seed a homller man than I
was I'd kill him on sight."
The stranger shifted his quid to
the other cheek and looked Joe over
with a calculating eye.
"Wa'al. go ahead," he drawled.
"If I'm homlier than you be, I want
to die." Lippincott's.
Old Joe ADDley

"

Johnny "
"Sick

"V

".

He hurt hisself."
"Oh. that's too bad. How did he

do it?"
"We were playing who could lean
the furthest out of the street-car- .
window and
he won." Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

Mr. Knox You don't want to meet.
Mrs. Gayblrd, you say.
Mrs. Knox No, I pick my friends;.
Mr. Knox Wtell, she's Just
the

sort of woman you and your friends
would like to pick to pieces. Cath
olic Standard and Times.

"Is your boy much of a help ta
you?"
"Yes," replied Farmer Corntassel.'.
"He's makin' a collection of insects..
of East St. Of course he don't catch as many as
Arbogast McGinley
Louis, after taking a full classical ne could if he wouldn't
stop to label
course at college, found himself ab 'em, but every little
helps." Washwith a comforta- ington Star.
solutely
ble fortune at his disposal and nobody to question his right to spend
"How did you enjoy the ball
it as he pleased.
.
..... fc
game?"
He was without business experi"I hollered myself hoarse. One of
ence and had expensive tastes. It was the visitin'
fellers got beaned, and
prophesied by everybody that he had to be carried tn iha rlnHmnoo
would go straight to the devil.
and our boys licked 'em, 19 to 18."
He did.
uicago xriDune.
foot-loos-

ts

"Have

you any ancestors,
Kelly?
"And phwat's anclstors?"

Mrs

"Why, people you sphung from."
"Listen to me, Mrs. O'Brien," Baid
Mrs. Kelly impressively. "Oi come
from the rale sthock av Donnhno.
that sphrlng
from nobody. Thov
sphring at thim." Catholic Tribune.
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promoted by those who
sy&iem, now and
m need of a laxative
remedy, by taking a desettspoonful
L:
0i the mrAr
.cucMiir wnoiesome

"Give me your candid opinion of
these lines." said the
1
1
" 41 a uinu
J nm.
Nell Miss Antique is beginnlnx to
with literary aspirations.
n rh.
i
lose her memory. Belle What makes
lucjr
convey any idea of Doetrv tn M
.
you think so? Nell She has already
all?"
"ua wnicn is the
now
UB
IS.
old
t "1
iurguuu
"Yes, there is somothw in
.. only tamilv
lav....
v v -auvC
,
generally
line that conveys the Idea,"
answered
by the most eminent phy- the friendly critic, aftnr innvini.
.. . ne wmii
'
over. "Every line
begins withacapl.
w loner. vnicago News.
For tender face and neck after hav.
ing, for pimples, black heads, dandruff
"I see you put up a slen. 'Vn
or any skin or scalp disease use quitoes.' "
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP.
"Yep," replied Farmer
'
ZEMO is guaranteed to relieve all but the moBaultoea
don't
soreness and itching. The soap Is more attention to It thnn
get lis beneficial effects it is
n"i.vi a necessarv
part of the treatment, best for all pay to the sign 'No
a'ways
t k.... .1
toilet purposes.
genumcbear-Calir- V
Washington Star.
ing lU
'
Sold, by druggists everywhere and
r?C 2f
Compan- y.
in East Las Vegas' by O. G. Schaefer.
"How Is your little
hrotho
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TO SECURE

MOISTURE

ARTIST
Mi

Mulsh Blanket Formed
by Prop-e- r
Use of Cultivator.
RouBh .Cultivation
Impede.
Prevent. Mud
Forming and

R!n to 8oak

In

Run-Of- f,

Cau.e.

Effect of

8ummer Tilling.
By E. R. PARSONS. In the Dry Farm-ln- g
Congress Bulletin.)
SoU and water take
up more
than soil alone, therefore whenspace
the

moisture dries out It leaves a void.
This void Is represented by an Infinite number of fine crevices or cracks
which
In every direction.
After a storm, when the sun comes
out, the surface of the earth under
the magnifying glass begins to wrinkle
as it dries. Next day these wrinkles
begin to develop into
racks or Assures which go deeper
and deeper every day as the ground
Irtes out and contracts from the surface down. These crevices allowing;
the free circulation of air as far as
they go, cause very rapid evaporation
As we go deep into the Bubsoil away
below these cracks, the evaporation Is
very slight.
During the drouth of 1908 on a piece
of summer fallowed land, the loss of
moisture at three feet below the sur
face was not more than 1 per cent, a
month. This, of course, demonstrates
the advantage of holding your mois
ture In the right place.
By using the cultivator we form a
mulch of earth In the granular condi
tion, which, being loose, settles as the
moisture goes out of It without form
lng cracks, and not only checks and
plugs up the crevices already formed,
but prevent, the formation of fresh
ones.
If you ask the question. What con
fltltutes "dry farming?" ninety-nin- e
men out of a hundred will answer
The conservation of moisture, but If
you happen to strike a dry farmer of
experience who understands his bjisl
Hess, he will tell you that the accumu
latlon of moisture Is the first half of
dry farming and the conservation of
moisture the second half. Those who
"farm on the conservation theory only
will argue that smooth cultivation la
the best because It exposes less surface to the atmosphere and therefore
causes less evaporation. This theory
Is correct as far as It goes, but If we
use smooth cultivation in a cloudburst country we cannot accumulate
half as much moisture aa we can with
Tough cultivation, which impedes runoff, prevents mud forming and causes
the rain to soak in.
They are beginning to find these
things out at the experiment station.
In a late bulletin from the department
of agriculture we are told that summer tilling is not much of a success
except for winter crops, and they find
that spring crops usually do as well
planted In the ordinary way. The fact
is, summer tilling conserves moisture
but does not accumulate it Continual
tilling creates too fine a mulch;' mud
forms and holds the moisture Instead
of allowing It to penetrate. It is like
trying to get water into a flour sack.
As far as spring crops are concerned,
Another factor intervenes, and that Is
the natural packing of the soil. If
summer fallowed land Is not planted
until the following spring, the plowing
is then about a year old and the
ground much too solid for planting.
P. D. Farrel, formerly in charge ol
the Nephi (Utah) experiment station,
says that during a heavy rain of two
only flve tenthi
inches and
was caught In the summer tilled land
and we can well understand It but
In the summer fallow plowed ten
inches deep and cultivated rough with
corn cultivator blades
the large-siz- e
which leave a distinct furrow, we can
catch all this rain as It comes. It will
penetrate perhaps six or eight incheB.
The summer fallow should be cultivated just enough to keep the weeds
out, no more. If there is any slope;
the cultivation should be always
across, not up and down with it. Magnificent spring crops can be raised on
the summer fallow, provided it hae
been treated as above for the accumulation of moisture, but It must
be plowed again before planting, not
necessarily as deep as the first plowtoo hard in
ing, for ground packs
twelve months to secure the best results.
For spring crops we usually find fall
the frost le
plowing left rough until
out of the ground the best and most
profitable treatment.
If the disc is used for cultivating
the summer fallow, the land shouldb
disced as deep as possible and then
without any lapping; by
cross-discethis means the surface is hollowed
out in squares like a checkerof board
moisand will absorb any quantity
comes.
as
it
ture
zig-za-

d

--

five-tenth-
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Growing Cabbage.
Danish Ballhead cabbage seed should
not later
be sown in most sections
rethan the first of May. This variety,
for full developseason
a
long
quires
a
ment Prepare the ground inan such
abun-dan- t
be
will
there
manner that
the gersupply of moisture for
mination of the seeds.

Poor Fence Harmful.
th
Poor fences are always letting
corn crop
the
into
through
leak
stock
doesn't stot
And very often the loss
destroyed
at the amount of corn
Sometimes a valuable animal secure!
an overdose of corn.
Horse. In Wl.con.ln.
toe num
Within the last four years
Wisconsin ha. In
in
horses
of
ber
creased by 73.068 head.

WHO HAD

NO

Sarah Blffen, de Mentholon and
Hlle. Held Brushes in Their
Teeth or Toe.

Miss Sarah Blffen was a- conspicuous example of the skill which armless people sometimes acquire in
spite of their affliction. She was min-

iature painter to Queen Victoria and
k
was widely known for lta
beauty and delicacy.
She was born without arms, but as
a girl, having a great wish to become
an artist, she ' worked earnestly for
years until she could paint by holding
the brush in her teeth. In 1821, according to the Raja Yoga Messenger,
the judges, without any knowledge of
the means she was compelled to bse,
awarded her the gold medal of the
Society of Arts, a prize sought by
hundreds of others.
M. de Mentholon
and Bertram
Hiles other artists who were deprived of the use of their arms. The
former had only one foot, which he
'
used to paint with.
Mr.' Hiles lost both his arms in an
accident, being run over by a street
car when he was only 8 years old
and when he was Just beginning to
acquire skill in drawing. He spent
two years in patient toil learning to
draw by holding tne pencil in his
teeth, at the end of which time he
won a
certificate from a
her-wor-

first-clas-

local

luat the

ARMS

art

WHEN

s

school.

THE

EYESIGHT

FAILS

Then Thing. Look Good to One That
Everyone Else I. Criticising
Harshly.
"Everything has its compensations,"
declared the man whose hair Is graying over his ears and who can't read
fine print as easily as be could ten
years ago. "Yes, sir! Things look
good to me that I hear other people
criticising like the mischief. Every
girl has a flawless companion; everybody's bair looks as If it grew
there and didn't have to be pinned on;
all my friends are handsome; the
streets seem clean and my clothes
look new.
"Then, when I put on my spectacles
!
But I've learned not to, except
when I want to read. When my straw
hat gets" too spotty my good wife
punches me up and says it's time to
buy a new one, and when she needs
a frock she just quietly hauls my
specs out of my pocket, hands them to
me pointedly, and stands before me in
a good light.
spectacles
are all right, she' tells me, when I'm
looking at her face, but she prefers
me to inspect her last summer's gown
with my strongest, clearest lenses."
Rose-colore- d

Seagull, of Lerwick.
The seagulls are the sparrows of
Lerwick, and .as such they have a
greater share in the town's life than
have the sparrows of London. In the
morning time you will note that a seagull sits on every chimney pot. Seagulls swoop and hover over every roof
in the town. The air is full of their
strange, high, plaintive, haunting cries.
The children in each house have a
pet name for their particular seagull, and having called them by those
names, they feed them every day.
And each seagull knows what Is
meant for him. No seagull attached
to one house ever seeks to eat the
food scattered from the house next
door.
He does not dare; the other
gulls would kill him. The people of
the town, if they come across a little
pile of rice laid upon the roadway,
step over It with care. And at night
the seagulls leave their own appoint
ed chimney pots and fly gracefully
away to their resting places on the
rocks of the Isle of Noss. The Scotsman.
School Becky Sharp Attended.
to select a single Thackeray shrine in London for a pilgrimage it might well be Walpole House
on Chiswick Hall. This was not only
the house where Thackeray as a ner
vous, shortsighted boy was placed at
school with Dr. Turner and was so
miserable that he tried to run away.
It posseses that other interest which
makes the scenes of Mr. Pickwick's
imaginary adventures more historic
than those of Dickens' real life, for
Walpole House is certainly Miss
academy, and here is the
spot where Becky Sharp scandalously hurled back the dictionary.
Lloyd Sanders, studying Old Chiswick, admits, Indeed, that Thackeray
borrowed some details for Miss
from other houses. But Walpole House Is the basis. Here, too,
when It was a boarding house, Daniel
O'Connell ate his dinners and here
Charles II.'s Duchess of Cleveland
probably ended her days.

It one had

's

Pin-kerto- n

Not HI. Habit.
One of the best things W. S. Gilbert said was about Rutland Barring-ton- ,

whose portly, unctuous humor
was such an inimitable addition to
the old D'Oyly Carte company. During the premiere of'a new opera Gilbert was in a box with a party of
friends, one of whom turned to him
excitedly and said: "Oh, Mr. Gilbert,
Rutland Barrlngtqn is singing in
tune." "Oh, don't worry about that,"
nervsaid Gilbert "it's only first-nigousnesshe'll get over It."
Two and Two.
"Two and two make four," said the
ready-mad- e
philosopher.
"Sometimes," replied Colonel Still-wel-l
"of Kentucky. "And then again
they merely make a pair of deuces."

MYRA'S

CHANCE
Br

JANE OSBOINE

Cornelia Bennett had been studying
her uncle's face in the lamp light as
he sat reading, his evening paper
exactly a. he had read it six night,
out of the seven ever since she could
remember. Finally, as Cornelia kept
her fine gray eyes Intent upon his
weather-worface, he looked up.
"Why, Cornle," he asked, "why
didn't you go with your aunt and
Myrie to the social? You're no hand
to miss an evening out."
"You see, Uncle Frank," Cornelia
began, looking straight into his face.
"I want to talk to you alone. It Is
something you will understand better
than Aunt Nellie, I think."
Mr. Davis looked puzzled. "You
aren't thinking of getting married?"
he suggested with a lack of conviction, for the idea was quite preposterous.
Cornelia laughed. "Uncle Frank,
who In the name of common sense
could any one marry? There hasn't
been a man in Stanton we could marry
since we were children. You know
there isn't any chance here. That's
Just what I wanted to talk to you
about."
"There are several fairish sort of
young men," suggested Mr. Davis contemplatively. "There's Davy Little
and young Ashley "
"Yes," Interrupted Cornelia. "I knew
you would say that, but they aren't
the kind Myra could marry. They
have always farmed It right here. You
know, Uncle, Myra Is one girl in a
hundred."
"Yes yes, you're right," mused Mr.
Davis with humility as he watched
the smoke from his pipe circle slowly
above him. "She's most too fine for
a farmer's wife."
"And she is twenty-five,- "
added Cor
nelia.
"You must be going on twenty-nine- ,
Cornelia," exclaimed Mr. Davis.
Cornelia was not Interested in herself. She bent Intently over the table
towards him.
"I've been thinking that maybe I
ought to do something for Myra," she
said, "to give her a chance. She
doesn't seem quite happy." Cornelia
took a quick breath and came out
with the surprise. "Maybe I could
take her away for a season where she
would meet some people and have a
'
chance."
The look of expected annoyance
came over her uncle's face.
"Cornelia, my girl," he said, "I am
not as rich as I would like to be. I
can give you a fair sort of home here,
and you more than pay me for what
little .it 1b worth, but when It come,
to traveling about a season here and
a season there it Is too much."
Cornelia laid her hand affectionate
ly on her uncle's. "Now, you listen,"
she said soothingly. "Myra and I have
a couple of thousand dollars that
father left us and I was thinking that
I might take half of that and go off
with Myra to a really tip-to- p
place
She could have a few nice clothes, so
she wouldn't look out of place. It
would all take a lot of money, but
when you think of what It might do
for Myra it seems worth while."
"You mean she might marry a rich
city fellow?" asked Mr. Davis.
"It might lead to it; yes."
For a few minutes the two sat in
silence. Finally Mr. Davis rose and
walked slowly around the room, pausing behind his niece with his strong
hands on her shoulders.
"I guess you have got the right idea,
Cornelia," he said, "but how are you
going to tell your Aunt Nellie?"
"I've thought of that," Cornelia assured him. "We you and I mightn't
be able to convince her, but I will let
Myra think that I have set my heart
on going, that it is all for my sake,
and that you approve. Then she will
agree, and if she wants to go Aunt
Nellie will agree. You know Aunt
Nellie would do anything for Myra."
Mr. Davis looked at his niece in admiration. "You've been doing soma
deep thinking, niece," he said; "and 1
guess it Is all for the best."
So far Cornelia's plan had worked
.
better than she had hoped and the
task of winning over Myra and her
aunt was comparatively simple. Myra,
who had at best the sort of Indifference and unwillingness to think for
herself ,that went with her kind oi
dainty prettlness, offered neither op
position nor enthusiasm. In fact,
felt a touch of disappointment
that the plan she had spent so much
time in working out, and which would
cost so much of their small inheritance, should be met with such unaffected indifference on the part ol
n

Cor-nell-

Myra.

Things progressed rapidly. Th
thousand dollars was withdrawn from
the savings bank where It had been
resting for the past twelve years, and
it was carefully apportioned so much
for clothes, bo much for traveling expenses, bo much for board at the hotel at the sea shore where Cornelia
had decided to go, and so much fot
spending money. In this planning Myra
took her usual lack of interest and
even when it came to getting ths
wonderful wardrobe, she was blissfully Ignorant that Cornelia spent about
a fifth as much on herself as she did
on her pretty sister.
As the day for their departure drew
on no one showed as much Interest at
did the honest Mr. Davis. Each gown
of the new wardrobe had to be displayed again and again to his admiring eyes, and as the two young women
drove off to the railroad station, the
old man actually imagined to himself

-

whole scheme had been as
much his own idea a. it wa. Cornelia's.
"Mind you get a rich, handsome
chap for Myra," he had whispered in
Cornelia's ear with a chuckle aa .he
kissed him good bye.
Cornelia had laughed back to her
uncle, promising to keep him Informed
by postscripts which be was no to
read to Aunt Nellie a. to how the
scheme wa. progressing.
Thus ran the first postscript, following a letter filled with glowing detail, of the trip and the magnificence
of the hotel that Cornelia had chosen
for Myra's campaign:
"It is true, as we have read, that
these hotels always have a great
many more young women than men,
so what eligible men there are, are in
great demand. But Myra 1. quite the
prettiest girl here, and as soon a. she
is rested from the trip I am sure she
will 'chipper up' and get all the attention. As I feared, it Is rather unusual
for two girls to be off alone at a hotel,
but if I don't dance and always keep
with the older women I think It won't
seem strange. You know you always
did say I had an. oldish look for my
age, and I guess it will serve me in
good stead now."
The next postscript followed a letter telling of Myra's first dance:
"The sea air has done me no end of
good, though I am afraid Myra hasn't
got quite used to it yet I guess she
will be all right in a day or bo. At
the dance last night she seemed to
have a good deal of attention mostly
older men though, who didn't dance.
One of them, a Mr. Buxley Draper, a
son of the Draper you read so much
about in the paper, waa with us for
about an hour, and after the dance we
all went down for a stroll on the
board-walk- .
It is very nice for me as
Mrs. Draper is with him and, although
she Is older than Aunt Neljle, I find
her very companionable. She like.
Myra, too, I think, as she walked back
from the ocean with her. That gave
her son a chance tojysk, mejibout bow
long we are'golng to be here. It Is
quite clear that he is Interested in
Myra, even at this short acquaintance.
I didn't give him any satisfaction,
thoughL as I think It is better to keep
them all guessing. I asked Myra last
night after she went to bed if she
liked Mr. Draper, but she was too
sleepy to tell me. She couldnt very
well help it though. He is about thirty
and Just good looking enough. I am
sure you would approve of him. By
the way, I wore that black evening
dress with my hair parted plain the
way you like it. I am sure I looked
ten years older than Myra."
The next postscript followed in
about a week:
"1 can't think what makes Myra
home-sicDoes she say anything in
her letters to Aunt Nellie about wanting to come home? Things have gone
so far with Mr. Draper that I hate to
leave now.' He is with us all the time,
and has decided to stay another week.
Besides, ' Mrs. Draper ha. proposed
bringing us home In their car. Just
think of that! I don't believe Buxley
has proposed to Myra yet, aa they
haven't been alone long enough. Usually the four of us are together."
Then came a letter from the uncle
to Cornelia.
"Dear Niece," it ran; "the biggest
surprise ever I had came last night
when young Davy Little came over.
He said Myra had written him every
day since she had been gone, and now
he says she has written and says
she'll marry him after all she has been
saying 'no' this five years. She never
knew she liked him till now, she says.
She wants him to come on to the seashore and get her right away and
take her home. Hasn't she told you,
and how about young Buxley Draper?
I am quite counting on him."
This was Cornelia's answer:
"It's all right about Buxley Draper.
Davy Little got here this morning and
we are all coming home together tomorrow in the Draper', car. Maybe
there will be two weddings when we
get back.
"P. S. We have only spent $423 out
of the $1,000, and I think It has been
worth it Cornelia,"

Boy'. Remarkable Climb.
When Evey Sandalls, a sturdy
boy, went exploring alone a
few days ago on the Derbyshire, England, mountains, and got lost, be
caused no little worry and sensation
in the village of Hay field. Up, up, the
adventurous little mountaineer climbed till he reached the top of Kinder
Scout, the highest summit In the
Peak district
How he climbed to
such a bleak spot without injury or
did not succumb to hi. thirty hours'
exposure on the mountain side is a
mystery. The eummit of Kinder
Scout 1b 2,088 feet high, and is only
accessible by surmounting huge boulders and avoiding treacherous tract,
of bog. His distracted father, the police and workmen serached the moor,
and mountain Bide for ten hours, even
tually finding the little wanderer asleep
on the edge of Kinder Falls, a cascade
which tumbles down the mountain
Bide. He was lying on some sand un
derneath an overhanging boulder. A
falBe movement would have meant hi.
death.
Industry of Education.
China 1. said to have established
universities without providing schools
where students can prepare for the
universities. The business of preparing young men and women for the colleges has been developed In America to the proportions of a vast industry, and as the colleges are continually making their entrance requirements more exacting, the industry li
being taxed to ita capacity, qualitatively, Just as ever Increasing number
are taxing it quantitatively.

SPEECHLESS FOR THANKS
Mena, Ark. "I find Cardui to be all
you represent," writes Mrs. H. B.
York, of thia city. "I Buffered from
womanly ailments, for nearly two
years, before I tried Cardui. I have
been bo relieved since taking it I
cannot say enough in it. praise, it
ha. done me a world of good, and I
recommend Cardui to all women.
Cardui is over 50 years old, and the
demand la greater today than ever.
Cardui is the standard, tonio medicine
for women of every age. Would you
like to be well and strong? Then take
Cardui. Its record shows that it will
help you. Begin today. Why wait?
CANADIAN

CLUBS

MEET

Winnipeg, Man., July 18. The Association of Canadian clubs began its
third annual convention in this city
as the guest of the Winnipeg Canadian club. Considerable business Is
to be transacted
during the two
days session, though much of th?
time will be given up to the entertainment of the visitors. The latter
include delegates from twenty-siclubs representing: nearly all the
principal cities of Canada from Hall-fa- x
to Vancouver.
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It 19 'the duty of every expectant
mother to prepare her system for the
coming of her little one ; to avoid as
far as possible the suffering of such
occasions, and endeavor to pass
through, the crisis with her health
and strength unimpaired. This she
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so
long in use, and accomplished so
much good, that it is in no sense an
experiment, but a preparation which
always produces the best results. It
is for exernal application and so penetrating in its nature as to thoroughly
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before
baby comes. It aids nature by expanding the skin and tissues, relieves
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
prepares the system for natural and
safe motherhood.
Mother's Friend
has been used and endorsed by thousands of mothers, and its use will
prove a comfort and a benefit to any
woman in need tof such a remedy.
Mother's Friend
is sold at drug TfflTHFlVC
stores. Write for
expectant

ers, which

Machinery Headquarters,
Grain Binders,
flowing Machines,

Deere Plows,

Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,

Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,

Buggies,

Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

Binder Twine,
E-M-

Autos.

-F

Ghecrles Ilfeld Company,
Laa Vegas. New Mexico.

moth-

con

tains much valuable information.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Admto. Co.

GROSS, TELLY
(Incoporated)

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

and Dealer In

WOOL.
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

First class work
and best of materials islusti-matemy

motto.

& GO

s

VEHICLES--K1-

S

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M. , Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M .
Corona, N.

M-'-

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

,

Trinidad, Colorado

cheerful'

ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

Try an Ad. in Tim Optfa'c
"Want Columns"

SanM iguel National Bank
OavHmiPmldlM

9ioo.ooa.ao

Las Utgas

J. M.

CUNNINQHAM,

Prwldent.

PRANK SPRINOER, Vlc
O. T.HOSKINS, Cariiler,

Suritlum

Pmldcat,

000,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
DEPOSITORS
Keep on coming to this bank of sayings because they know they get a square deal here
and that we pay bestirates ofi interest. The
officials of this

SAVINGS BANK
d trc&t their patrons liberally
where loans and discounts are
arranged for.
Accounts subject to daily check.
21 S

LAS VEGAS SAVIHQS
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matters, but that time b peeedr-"J- n
the Instance of the "pure food expert
conditions ape par to have-- ben gross'
?
ly and intentionally exaggerated.
Dr. Wiley haa rendered conspicuous:
service to his country and this service-habeen fully appreciated, by the public. It is. said that the present trouble
in the agricultural .department is the
result of a conspiracy1 among 'food
adulterators to get rid of the man. who
has hampered their activities.;". IT tbat
it presents another' good rea
lj
son why the president will stand .be
hind Wiley. Nobody can accuse' Mr.
Taft of lack of courage. When he
to do a thing he will not ;t be
swerved from his purpose by threats.
He has been In full sympathy with the
campaign to drive the food adulterat
ors out of business and he has never
hesitated to wage uncompromfalng
J
warfare against them.
In all probability congress Itself will
find out what. If anything. Is the mat
ter with Dr. Wiley's office. , Perhaps
there have been minor irregularities
in the manner of disbursements and
maybe some correction is needed. Dr.
Wiley is the kind of official who goes
ahead and does things' with small regard to form and ceremony. If, as
generally believed, he has' not been
guilty of material wrongdoing he will
have nothing to fear. - On ithe otier
hand, If it should be clearly sho'wn
that Dr. Wiley has ,fallecU6ignally in
his duty or has exhibited '"gross in
subordination, he caaC'nope'Jfor Htjtle
support or sympathy, Jrayai the presi
dent. This matter will be settled; pn
the basis of Justice and public imprest, regardless of trlcTc- y- poIiticIaTis
who will try to misrepresent it to the
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the tearing down of the old Harrison
street police station in Chicago to
roake room for a large printing plant
More than a million prisoners occupied its cells la the forty year ?f
Its life, including some of the "most
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of the world's " criminals.

its '"guests" were fiunko Tom

Among

ND FINANCIAL NEWS

Bullish cables liftChlcago, July
ed the price of wheat today, despite
the effect of good rains northwest and
of large receipts here. Foreign crop
conditions were reported as less prom
ising and harvesting returns in the
United Kingdom a disappointment.
to
higher at
September started
Corn
88
and rose to
to
sank because of heavy rains. Kansas
in particular was said to have had a
complete drenching. September open
rallied
lower at 64 to
ed Y
and then fell to 64. Oats
to. 64
gave way under general liquidation
cents off
to
September started
at 32 to 43V4 and dropped to 42.
firmness developed in provisions owing
to a fair amount of purchasing by
packers. First sales were unchanged
to 10 cents higher with January delivery at $15.40 for pork, $8.25 for lard
for ribs.
and $7. 9?
18.

STOCK
YORK
NEW
New York, Julp 18.

TRADING IN WOOL

I

EXCHANGE

Pronounced

strength in a number of stocks and
further favorable weather newsfrom
and grain growing states gave
MARKETSTAGNANT cotton
a firm- - tone to the stock market during the morning session. Following
decline in the first hour the list
NOR
NEITHER OFFERINGS
hardened and grew steady at a range
PRICES SHOW TENDENCY
slightly below the best prices ot ths
IMPROVE
day. Canadian Pacific made a fur.
TO
ther riBe oi the prospect of unusual
Readwool
ly good crops In its territory.
Boston, July 18. The
the governaffected
not
was
by
almost
stagnant
ing
ket continues
of the ease, ment suit aimed at its coal holdings.
only in the selling cities
uw Trading was quiet as in recent days.
but in the growing sections in
The market
nor
Bonds were steady.
prices
offerings
Neither
west
(
est
The'
yrk es of
closed
strong:
show any disposlton toward improve
iri
the last
ment Some sales are reported irom the. day were registered
market became buoyis
the
when
48 cents
hour
to
45
and
west
the far
that some solution
said to have been paid for territory ant on the 'report
In
the of the local transportation prouiem
Boston.
in
lonn
ionaH
luuuuu
reached.
fleece section there is little better would soon be
as follows:
were
be
sales
to
Last
said
are
demand and prices
69
is Amalgamated Copper
delaine
Unwashed
firm.
fairly
117
bid
scourBeet
some
American
Sugar,
selling at 25 cents, and
'..114
ed Utah and Nevada wool on a basis Alchlson
135
A Great Northern, pfd
of 61 to 52 cents for the best
in
1W
Central
is
New York
reported
moderate business
for
....132
the
in
Paciflo
but
Northern
trading
wool,
pulled
a Reading
157
eign product is practically at
....123
standstill.
Southern Pacific
188
Union Pacific
79
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
United States Steel
118U
Kansas City, July 18. Cattle Re- United States Steel, ofd
ceipts 9,000. Market strong to 10 cents
Native steers $4. 75 5. 75; WOLGAST-M'FARLANMATCHED
higher.
southern steers $3.405.50j southern
Chicago, July 18. Ad Wolgast.
cows and heifers $2.604.25; native champion lightweight,
and Packey
cows and heifers $2.406,50; stock- McFarland of Chicago have agreed
ers and feeders $3.005.40; bulls upon the terms of their
calves
$4.006.50; bout scheduled to take place at Mi$2.754.550;
western steers 4.606.25; western lwaukee on September 11. with the
cows $2.754.50,
eweption of Wolgast's guarantee. If
Market
McFarland will allow the champion
Hogs Receipts 11,000.
to have the first $14,000 cut of the
cents higher.. Bulk of sales $6.40
and
packers
purse, he will be permitted to make
6.50; heavy $6.506.60;
butchers $6.406.65; light $6.35(& 133 pounds.

O'Brien and Eddie Guerin who later
gave the police authorities of Paris
so much trouble.
O'Brien died s
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS IN prisoner on Devil's Island, but Guerin
CHICAGO REVEAL WEALTH
Entered ac the Postoffloe at East
escaped from that penal colony and
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis
after a most thrilling and adventurOF SEVERAL
sion through the United State Mails
ous
journey reached London where he
as second class matter.
is now living. Big Dan Coughlin was
Chicago, July 18. The great differ locked
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
up' in the Harrison station in
ence
between the traditional penniless connection with the murder
DAILY BY CARRIER
of Dr.
actor walking the ties .and pawning C'rinin.
05
Per Copy
It was at this station in 1890,
his stage clothes to get food and the
One Week
16
that George Porteous established the
One Month
65
actor of today is shown by the real
first Bertilldn system of identification
On Year
$7.50
estate assessments in Chicago for 1911. in the
United States. "There is no
DAILY BY MAIL
Five actors and actresses are assessed
in the world like Harstation
One Tear
$6.00
uron $260,000 worth of property, this police
rison street," said Porteous when the
Six Months
8.03
the actual value.
being
wreckers attacked the building. "Bow
these five there are eighteen ot
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
street In London and Mulberry street
er stage people who have invest d In New York are the
GROWER
only stations in
One Tear
$2.00
part of their earnings in Chicago re il
that can stack up against ChiBlx Months
1.00
ty. May Irwin heads the list, her fun
cago's famous prison." The first prismaking and laugh provoking abilities oner In the structure was "Honey"
In
Advance for Mall
(Cash
having enabled her to purchase $70,-00- Kail, a well known negro character
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
worth of city property in addition of the first ward.
"Honey" stood in
order. If sent otherwise we will not
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
to her other holdings In the St. Law- front of
the station the night after
do responsible for loss.
Mrs. Otis Skinner Is assessed
rence.
Chicago,
July 18. battle Receipts
the wreckers had been busy on it for
Specimen copies free on application.
2C.0OO. Market slow and weak. Beeves
on $60,000, Lillian Russell on $50,000,
a day, and sadly shook his head at
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
Mrs. Alma Youlin on $40,00, and Mme.
$4.80(3)6.85; Texas steers $4.6006.10;
the passing of the landmark.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
western steers $4.255.90; stockers
on
Rosa
Olltzka
the'
opera
singer,
PAID FOR.
and feeders $3.005.10; cows and
The others on the list are
$40,000.
The efforts to revive horse racing in
Advertisers
are guaranteed
the
.heifers' $2.155.75; calves $5.00
Mrs. Marshall Stedman, Marie Nelson,
at the old 7.25.
Chicago, made recently
largest daily and weekly circulation
Ethel
Sarah
May
Johnson,
Ryan,
of any newspaper in Northeastern
Hawthorne track, has been given up,
Market
12,000.
Hogs Raoeipts
Truax, Winona Winter, Kate Watson. temporarily at least, and "Tom"
how Mexico.
to 5 cents higher. Lights $6.45
Marion Murray, Lottie Mayer, Vera
strong
has
the
quietly passed
Carey
tip
6.90; mixed $6.456.95; rough
Berlinger, Annie Buckley, Gertrude around that the promised fifteen-daTUESDAY, JULY 18, 1911.
"Sallie
Murphy,
Fisher, Knox Wilson, summer meet would not take place. $6.256.45; good to choice heavy
Tony Denier, May De Sousa, and the There was racing at Hawthorne on $G.456.90; ipgs $5.60.50; bulk Of
PROHIBITION IN FOltCE people.
sales . .6.E56.80.
estates of Joseph Jefferson and Rich
July 3 and 4 which had been adver
IN EIGHT STATES
ard Mansfield.
12,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
a
as
tised
"no
betting" affair. The
LOTTA CRABTREE
10 cents higher.
Native
generally
so
was
that
gambling
open
public
The difficulty of enforcing stateMrs. J. E. Quick, a former Chicago
western
$2.604.75;
$3.004.80;
wide prohibition seems to be attestA recent
lawsuit in Boston dis- girl, has "put one over" on her hus- sentiment was aroused and threats of yearlings
$4.405.65; lambs, native
a grand jury Investigation were suf
ed by the fact that it exists now in closed the fact that Lotta
Crabtree, band, and Incidentally made Paris adwestern $4.507.25.
$4.007.30;
to
warn
ficient
the
promoters
against
only eight states, and that of those the beloved actress of a past gener- mit that some
good
thing,
artistically
two are attempting to repeal it.
attempting to carry out their plans
ation, is one of the country's richest
come out of America,
NEW YORK METAL
for a longer meet. The racing men
of women, and the second woman speaking, may
Moreover, with the exception
New York, July 18. Lead, firm, 6.55.
Maine, all are trying the experiment among the largest taxpayers of the by having her design adopted by the planned to keep the bookmakers from
Haviland company for the decoration
for the first time. In the column are New
WICKERSHAM TO SPEAK
Market
5,000.
England
metropolis.
Sheep Receipts
Among of the china to be used in the Chateau the track, but to establish pool rooms $4.454.55. Standard copper, dull
North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Lotta's Boston
Duluth, Minn., July 18. United
Muttons $3.404.40; lambs
holdings are the Park Laurier, the new $2,000,000 hotel soon all over the city where bets on tiie nominal; spot and September $12.10
strong.
Oklahoma, Mississippi, Kansas and theater, valued at $592,000; the Hotel
races could be made and the 'results 12.30. Silver 52.
$i.007.00; fed wethers and year- States Attorney General George W.
to be opened in Ottawa, the Canadian
North Dakota. Maine went wet" at Cecil, valued at
received by telephone, the promoters
and the
$379,000
lings $4. 005. 25; fed western ewes Wickersham will, be the principal
capital. Mrs. Quick is the wife of the to share in the
the last election, affjer having tried Hotel
profits. Without betspeaker at the annual meeting of the
Brewster, valued at $367,000.
ST.
LOUIS
WOOL
$2.504.40.
baggage agent of the Grand ting it would be
York
prohibition since 1858. New
to have a 'St. Louis, July 18. Wool Market
Minnesota State Bar association wh'ch
Lotta retired from the stage many general
Impossible
passed prohibitory laws in 1854, and years ago. Her most notable suc- Trunk railway system, and lives in successful meet and
ST. LOUIS SPELTER. .
give a $500 purse unchanged. Territory and western meopened here today for a three days'
Toronto. She has long been interest for
after a two years', trial gave up the cesses were "The Little
the chief event each day, as had diums 1719; fino mediums
St. Louis, July 18. Spelter firm, session.
Detective,'
Many interesting subjert3
experiment as hopeless of enforce- "Musette" and "Pawn Ticket 210.'? ed in decorative china painting and been planned. Horse
in and fine 1114.,
will be up for consideration.
racing
?5.57.
ment. "
without letlng her husband know it around
These plays were what one might
Chicago has been dead since
The trials In other states show
call "modified melodrama." " They she prepared a "bunch berry" design Mayor Carter Harrison stopped the
that prohibition does not prohibit, lacked the sensational effects ' which and sent it to the French china mak
on derby day at Washington
nevertheless the experiments in the
ers. She was surprised a few weeks betting
characterized .. latter-da''thrillers,"
several
park
years ago. That year
states
are
present dry
being watcnod
melodrama they were just the later to receive a letter from them, demonstrated that
with, interest by temperance advo- but
racing In this counso
not
$ut
as
mm
hu
aurpTlaed
B&iao.
her
, .vl !
cannot be made to meet expenses
cates.
(
try
bond
when
he
read
it. The letter said
Lotta's life was most exemplary.
without
Her character portrayals caused all "We are pleased to announce that the was in gambling. Washington Park
the center of the south side,
"WHEN THINGS GO WRONG men and women of her time to wor- Theodore Haviland china has been sc
within easy reach of all quarters of
ship at the shrine of her dramatic lected as the china for the Chateau the city, and an effort was made to
When things begin to go wrong art. Out of the world of make-b- e
Laurier, Ottawa, and that your decorsome people worry and act as if the lieve the real Lotta Crabtree perlt-e- d ative design of the bunch berry has continue the meet without betting.
It failed after a three day trial.
worst had happened. This about ex
the admiration which came' of been adopted for the service of the
the
attitude of some of the her talent.
presses
Danquet ball, palm room and tea
"Were any of your boyish ambibaseball fans at the present time.
She never was married.
room." The new hotel will be the handtions
ever realized?" asked the senSunday's and Monday's games were
somest in Canada and will compare
timentalist.
disastrous for Las Vegas. It was unA man who traded horses with a favorably with the best In New York
"Yes," replied the practical person.
fortunate that the slump, which is in Quaker went to him a few days later and Chicago. It Is located In the cor"When my mother used to cut my
evitable with the best of teams, and said:
ner of Ottawa's most historic park. hair I
often wished I might be
should come at a time when the fans
"You beat me in that trade.", ,.
The design is the old French style of
Washington Star.
and even the players were anxious
"Well, what does thee want me to architecture, and the building, out
to win, but there is nothing to be dis do?
Does thee want me to trails wardly, Is similar to the Chateau St.
"Cheer up," said the millionaire,
couraged at The team is one of the back?" inquired Broadbrim. "
I.ouis of Quebec. It is on one of the who had invented a hair restorer.
best that Las Vegas ever had and
"Oh, no; not at all. I only want
In Ottawa, and com- "Be a man. Look at me. I started
when it hits its usual gait it will once you to lend me your hat for a few highest spots
a
mands
fine view of the entire capital without a dollar. See what I have
more head for the top.
days, till I trade with somebody-else.- city. It will be eleven stories in accomplished."
'
In some cities the people are poor
Rani's Horn.
"I know," replied the poor young
height, contain 350 sleeping apart
losers and fall to stand by the team
ments and be as thoroughly sanitary man, "but a fellow has no chance
in its misfortunes. Las Vegas does
"Have
done
and comfortable as modern art and sci- now. The government is so strict
you
surf,
any
bathing?,"
not belong to this class. It appreci
about shutting down on fakers of all
ates the fact that the ball team is asked the citizen who was standing ence can make it.
Our Policy is to close out every piece of poods each Season reon
shore
the
kinds."
sardine
the
Chicago Record-Heralwatching,
one of the best inthe territory and
boxes
and
the
roll
in.
orange peels
gardless of the loss of aril profit. By request of a number of our
will continue the liberal support
One of the world's famous land"Do you believe In a hereafter?"
"No," replied the.? native. Ve
which has been accorded from the
patrons who were previously unable to take advantage of the big
start. When things go right and haven't donp any. But we must ad marks in the history of criminology, "You bet I have several enemies
most
and
the
mit
noted
in
surf
station
too
evident!
me
the
to
for
it."
are
who
police
punlsn
strong
jneeds
fortune smiles on one, It is possible
bargains this sale offers, we have decided to continue the greatest
the United States, has passed with myself." Chicago Record-Heralto get along without friends, but In Washington Star.
stock reducing sale of the year. We know thatfevery intellegent
adversity the real value of friendship
is
a
ball
the same with
is shown. It
person realizes that a live merchant y
must reduce his stock
team. They need the friendly cheer
at this time of the year.
when things are going wrong and
this is why Las Vegas will keep up
the enthusalsm and encourage the
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THE CASE OF DR. WILEY
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iooa expert and chief of the bureau of chem
istry, is the latesi instance. Although
the 'charges against Dr. Wiley have
not been given formal publication, it
is said by those who know that the
situation is not at all serious and that
a strong showing will have to be made
nminst tie food expert before the
president will considerthe requests
for his removal.
Dr. Wiley does not appear to be
alarmed over the matter. He knows
President Taft is not the man to takeJ
That was shown
snap judgment.
clearly .in the case ot the much
Under
abused Secretary Ballinger.
men
were
administrations
former
sometimes discharged from office and
tried afterward, if at all, and personal
lirpulses often controlled in important
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to stir up trouble in his
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MAROONS FAILED

PERSONALS
Yortand

The man who
doe, the
weighing, the measuring-the
man who knows how
nd whyth8
man on
whom
everything depends.
Our
responsibility is pever
Mt sight of formoment
in prescription
filling. Every
Prescription leaving
our
tore is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
fake. You may feel
safe
ana sure if we fill
your
prescription.

tr
Washington.
McGulre

SSL?

wl

?acatIon tri

to- -

SANTA

to

0421040 012

1

.....0

0 5 1 3 0 1 0

Three base

hits

SPEC AL

010

Wil-son- ,(

Two base hit

Arce,. Lopez.

Ellla. Lockhart, J. Berardinelll. Sacrifice hits Digneo, Lockhart, Padilla.
Double plays Koch to Lopez. Innings
pitched by Lockhart 7, by Smith 2, by
Lopez 9. Hlta off Lockhart 9; off
Smith 1, off Lopez 11. Struck out
by Lockhart 7, by Smith 3, by Lopez

FE

Taylor of Wagon Mound was
among the buslM. vi1(
ALLOWED ANCIENT
CITY SLUG'WUVJQ lU Las
Vr
egas today.
GERS TO ANNEX YESTERDAY'S
Mrs. Laura c.
.,
Wittn
GAME 12 TO 10
...k.
3. Bases on bails ofT Lopes 3. Hit
ter. Miss Bernice, left this
afternoon
by pitcher Digneo, Perkins, Schoeny.
for a vacation
trip to San Francisco.
Passed balls Martin. Wild throws
Mrs. w. H. Parnell
n
THE MAROONS' RECORD
Digneo. Wild pitches Lockhart. Left
left this afternoon for
May 16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
Denver, where
on bases Santa Fe 3, Las Vegas 4.
Uiey will spend seeral weeks visitMay 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
Time of game 2:10. Umpire Shupp.
ing friends.
May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Bach
2.
of Mora
are in the city on a brief business
June 4 Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
and
4
4
visiting trip. Mr. Bach is a promin
June 10 Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
NOTES OF THE GAME
4
4
WINTERS DRUG CO. ent merchant of Mora.
June 11 Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3 4
4
W. S. Dougherty of
18
June
Mora, who ar
Santa Fe, 13; Maroons 4
rived here yesterday, left this after
Phone Main 3
,
4
noon for Denver and
Colorado 4 June 19 Albuquerque, 3; Ma- Though he does not hit safely as
Springs, where he will spend several
often as some of his team mates,
roons, 4. ..
weeks.
4- June
20 Albuquerque,
4; Ma- - 4 Schoeny- has a knack of making first
Mrs. Manuelita C. de Jarmillo and 4-with
regularity".
Yesterday he was
roons, 3.
Mrs. AureMa A. de Cordova,
acbit once and ; given three bases on
4June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons 9.
companied by Mrs. Jaramlllo's
balls by the pitcher. Technically
two 4- - June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
grandsons, have oome to Las Vegas
was at the bat but once during tha
he
4
July
Wagon Mound, 3; Ma- from Denver to reside.
But
4-Schoeny made two
game.
roons, 10.
4
scores.
July 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8.
A telephone message was received 4-Louis Shupp did the umpiring stunt
July, 15 Albuquerque, 5; Ma- - 4
this afternoon from the fishing party 4yesterday. He performed fairly well.
roons, 10.
But the umpiring of games here is
composed of Harry W. Kelly, Colonel 4- July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- M. M. Padgett, William
growing more difficult with every
6.
Harper, D. J. 4roons,
a
.
and
game.
bunch
Leahy
of kids stating that 4- July 17 Santa Fe 12; Maroons
In the first of the ninth yesterday
FORMER SECRETARY OF INTERI-O- the fishermen had arrived at Roclada
10.
.
Padilla nabbed a hot liner oft Griego's
on their homeward trip. The grown 4-WOULD LEAD PROGRESStanding of the Team
that waa labeled "hit." Padilla was
bat
up members of the party expected to 4- Won 10; Lost 6;
percetange .623 4 off his balance and the ball turned
SIVES AGAINST TAFT
arrive here this evening in an auto444--4444him clear over but he held on to the
mobile. The youngsters will come in
Cleveland, o., July 18. Confirma- with the churck. wagon.
sphere.
Three times yesterday afternoon
tion of a etory published In WashingWilson is making a great record
did the Maroons tie the game up in
ton that James A. Garfield, former
the stick. Yesterday he got
with
Though 'suffering considerable pain, a neat little bundle with a pink ribsafe drives the first three times he
secretary of the Interior under Modesto Martinez, who waa shot bon and a bit of
dainty tissue paper approached the plate.
Roosevelt, will be the candidate of through the shoulder
Sunday night by and present it to the Santa Fe
Perkins played a fair fielding game
the progressive republicans for the Vivian
Chavez, waa reported today Beavers. The latter, having just re- on
third, but did not manage to con
presidential
nomination
in 1912 ait getting
along nicely. His chances turned from Dawson where such ac- nect
safely with the ball when at
against President Taft, was obtained for recovery are excellent. The
only tions are unheard of even in polite bat. Angel was not in the game
here today.
t
is the possibility of blood society, courteously refused to acMr. Garfield is in Washington. His danger
yesterday.
which is remote. Chavez is cept the bequest. Firm they stood
poisoning,
Montano is improving. He is hitfriends say the publication of his canin
their resolve not to take the
oeing held without a warrant pending
regularly and fielding well.
ting
at
this
time
is
didacy
premature, but a determination of the outcome of game. They piled up errors.
They
The
outfielders, both of the Maadmit the truth of the report. AcMartinez's wounds- It is believed allowed safe hits in bunches and roons and visiting teams, are making
to
close
cording
acquaintances, the that Mrs. Martinez and Mrs. Speak-ma- n drives. But the Maroons absolutely
errors on ground balls. They
Insurgent leaders have decided that
refused to receive the gift they had many
were
the
witnesses
to
the
only
let
singles go through them
ordinary
Mr. Garfield would make a better
made in such a generous spirit. It
candidate than La Follette and that shooting. Their story of the affair was almost like a game of tag. The for two and three bases. In dragging the Infield a lot of small stones
the Wisconsin leader at the proper was published yesterday evening.
team who took the game was to be and
clods have been pulled into the
time will throw his entire support to
"it" And neither desired that dis- outfield. These and the high grass
Miss
Bertha
Hveem died yesterday tinction.
the Ohioan.
x
make fielding a hard job. These
Mr. Garfield's selection, it is de- afternoon at 4 o'clock at Las Vegas
Finally the Santa Fe aggregation conditions will - be remedied before
clared, was advanced some weeks ago hospital, where she had been a pa came to the conclusion the Maroons the next game.
In an effort to unite the progressives. tient six months. She was a native really intended the game for them,
Arce played with Santa Fe yester
42 and were not
"kidding.' So they day. He bad a borsesho In his
"It Is also declared that before Mr. of Norway, where she was born
Garfield permitted the use of his years ago. She emigrated to the tucked the little bundle in their pocket judging from one thing that
he received positive assur- United States when a child, settling pocket. Then the Maroons decided occurred during the game. He hit
ance that he would receive the unit- in Chicago.-- She came to Las Vegas they had made a mistake. They did a single into left field and the ball
years ago. She was a want that game after all. So they
ed Bupport of the republican faction about eight
'
lost in the weeds, allowing him
of
member
the Methodist church, made an attempt to get it back. But got
and the support of the delegations
to
clear to third.
go
e
it was too late. Santa Fe refused to
of the Insurgent western states in with which she affiliated twenty-fivyears ago. Surviving are a brother disgorge.
the republican convention.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES
in Texas and a brother and sister
conThe score has not been mentioned
Mr.
Garfield
that
Is
said
It
un
living in Norway. The funeral will up until this point purposely.
sulted with former President
National League
afttomorrow
o'clock
at
held
2:30
as
be
must
off
be
to
put
decision
things
his
pleasant
velt before he made
5;' Boston 1. (First game.)
Chicago,
of ernoon at the chapel of J. C. Johnsen long as possible. But, here goes:
7; Boston, .6. (Second
oppose President Taft on the floor
Chicago,
& Son!
Interment .in Odd Fellows' What do you think of it? Santa Fe,
the convention and that he will have
game.)
-12; Las Vegas 10. How did It happen?
the active' indorsement and support cemetery.
(Other games postponed.)
made
Fe
Santa
knows.
and
Nobody really
of his late chief. Mr. Roosevelt
MINERS IN SESSION
one less hit than the Maroons and
have always been close
-- Mr. Garfield
American League
Tha
ha
Mont., July 18. The morning the same number of errors.
Garfield
Butte,
Mr.
friends.
New York, 1; Clevelunu, i.
personal
na- session tpday of the convention of the Maroons'
misplays, however, were
taken no active part in Ohio or
Washington, 3; Chicago, 0.
- of
Miners
as
than those of the vl limore
federation
retirement
costly
Western,
his
since
tional politics
Boston, 2; Detroit, 3.
.
to opened wjjtljj discussions over the re- ters. The Maroons overlooked sev-except
14
interior
the
of
secretary
Philadelphia, 8; St. ILouis,
score by bum base
hficome a candidate agaraet Warre" port of the credentials committee. The eral chances to
innings.
fur majority report recommended the sea- - running. These and the balance or
CT. Harding
for the nomination
was
He
fall.
ing of all the delegates with the ex- luck turned the game to the Ancient
MTArnor of Ohio last
VETERANS IN REUNION
of
combination
a
ception of" William Martin, of Mill City bunch.
defeated through
on
tho
worked
Lockhart
'
Sena
Va., July 18. On the his
Chief"
Butte
Manassas,
and Smelter Union No. 74, of
standpatters headed by former
for seven toric ground at Blackburn's Ford,
Maroons
for
the
mound
not
been
he
had
that
admission
whose
tor Dick.
off Centervllle and Union Mills, where fifa wage 'worker for the past few Innings. Nine hits were gathered
were
these
of
Some
his
delivery.
ty years ago today, skirmishes prior
months, debarred him in the opinion
cost a good to the great battle of Manassas were
of the committee. A minority report pretty scratchy, but they
his
Lockhart did not field
taking place between General McDowalso was submitted. After a prolong- deal.
MAKEMAN SHOT A
makln ell's federal forces and the Confeder
as
well
as
usual,
position
to
voted
ed discussion the convention
two terrors. Jlmme Lopez worked ates under General Beauregard, veter
refer Martin's case back to the com
HIGHWAYMAN
LONE
Santa Fe. He was a bit unsteady ans of the Blue and the Gray trudged
for
mittee. The majority report waa then
the middle of the game, bu' today under the guidance of Captain
toward
The session was agitated
adopted.
Maroons were making a James E.
the
when
Herrell, a member of the
by questions recomto tie the score dureffort
uniniiD OF PULLMAN CAR' ON for some time recommended
desperate
Black horse cavalConfederate
famous
the seatmajority report
NORTHWESTERN TRAIN WAS
ing the last two sessions, Lopez was ry, who nartlciaptod in the battle. To
were
unions
that
to
as
the
mending
invincible.
UNSUCCESSFUL
before a camp fire at Manassas
behind with assessments and whether
Smith went in the box for night
Injun"
The
court
house the gray haired soldiers
convention.
titled to seats in the
the locals in the eighth. He held
to tell sotries of the first
will
rather
Belle Plaine, la., July 18. A bandit convention recessed until 2 p. m.
Santa Fe to one hit in the two in
battle
of, the, .war between the
who attempted to hold up the occu
great
The
worked.
which
he
nings during
on
car
sleeping
Pullman
a
of
afes.
pants
gt
oox score follows:
passenger
Northwestern
eastbound
FATAL BRAWL AT RATON
i
AB. R- - H. PO. A. E m &
.
t y?i
Fe
Santa
train No. 8, at an early hour today,
5 1 1 Z A & USiJUlirTArtV TO GUARbifiArUfc"'
Raton, N. M., July 18. In a brawl Alarld. ss. 3b
a
Duuei
lie In a local hosDital wltn
in the - rear - of the bigneoT cf.
3 2 0 3
'
woJSnd- - in
Warren' cbifrfaiaS of the senate ap
hall in East Raton Saturday Moore, 2b
dance
.....5 1 1
He gave his name to the police as nizht.
a
Uriosti,
.Mexican,
propriation s' committee and former
Miguel
1. 2
LLopez,
William Morris and said hisihome was. Stabbed
chairman of .military affairs, predict
3
;3
JrBefardineln, C....5
wasr in Plainf ield. ? N. J. The? fcjllle sendo
ana aimo&i lnBuiuu
after a talk with President Taft,
ed,
1
1
Rodrigos
3b.
r.5
ss
Arce.
wntmd was inflicted by Arthur Mor killed. The murderer
man
and Phoenix
that artillerymen to
today
5 1 1
rf.
cv
Panama
s
ris, train brakeman, who subdued the Sandoval, an alleged accessory to the McFle,
in
taction
the
the
fortif
5 0 1
Griego, If.
In
with
bandit after a hard struggle.
south
sent
into
zone
would
taken
be
soon
nal
after
were
crime,
5 2 0
..
lb.
Koch,
declared
When the train was between Ta
Warren
Charles
a year. Senator
custody by Deputy Sheriff
ma and eBlle plaine, the occupants of Thacker and Night Marshal Salas
that regiments of Infantry and peri
8
10
12
27
.43
Totals
the car were awakenec by Morris and lodged in the county Jail, where
haps cavalry also will be sent to the
whn demanded in loud tones thav
Isthmus.
their
await
now
preliminary
and they
AB. R H. PO. A. E
Maroons
iiU1CJ .nmniiF their money
hearing.
,'.
5 2 2 2 0 0
...
U.
the
surprised
While
.nthV valuables.
BELIEVED TO BE INSANE
used, was a butcher Ellis,
5 2 3 7 0 2
to
comply
lb.
were
Wilson,
hurrying
passengers
San
Franelsvo, July 18. Adele Ver-gknife wltblwhich the murderer stab
4 0 0 1 3 1
with the order the brakeman flipped bed his victim in the left side, strik Perkins, 3b.
the French maid who snot and
2
on the
4 1 2
p. ss
Lockhart,
almost
into the car and got the drop
tha
produced
vital
dangerously wounded C. Frederick
parts
ing
5 1 1 11 2 0
Martin, c.
"bandit
Kohl, thewealthy cub man of New
' :
immediate death.
1 Z 0 0 0 0
cf. ...
occurSchoeny,
of
crime
Yorl and San Francisco, here June
the
An aftermath
2
frl Ticharee toi
when a "wit- Smith, ss. 2b. p. .....5
been
morning
red
has
yesterday
who
Miss Esther Dodge,
4 1 0 2 3 1
2b.
ss..
of
name
Padilla,
murder
iate
tvio
hv
yesterday, hut
the
summer
attempted
dpd
0
4 0
teaching in the Normal
rf. . . .
dis
Montano,
heart
me
10
was
with
remanaea.
dead
fell
supenvi
home
Martinez
school, left last night for her
"
for examination us to her sanity.
called by ease while .describing $a hia wife, the :
in Denver, where she was
..37 10 11 27 13
Totals
Kohn
Is recovering.
'
murder..
the serious illness of a relative.
-
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GARFIELD WOULD

LIKE
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123456789

Santa Fe
Summary:

WIN F ROM

&

innings:

La ..Vegas

TO

:

-

TO LAND

NOMINATION

17th, 18th,

for All

Help

19 thofJuly

Andrew Carnegie once suggested as an epitaph for his
own tombstone what he said was the secret of his success:
" Here lies a man who surrounded himself with men
abler than himself."

,

.

Many able people are working for you, sdentiits, inventor,
manufacturers, aO trying to make something yoa want Do you use
their brains and their efforts "surround yourself with them" of do
you plod along by yourself, yean behind the times ?
Take your own home. Have you your share of modern im-

For Cash
ONLY

labor-savinOne
provement there money-savinof the most important of these is a New Perfection Oil Cooktove.
A New Pariocboa Mot wrrer orerheaU a kitchen. It mvm yoor trength. k
wtm fid todtima. With tl New Perfoction errtm with th gU doon yoa caa
go en with your Booing or any other work, and rtQl b sure at a glue tha jofc k
routing properly.
Mb wits 1.2 mJ I Uwvvtt
health-promotin-

g,

g,

,

g?

-

50

.

R

:

60
17

that-occur-

t

Sugar,...

1

25c

Helnze Preserves,
Peach, Damson or Rasp-

lb. pkg. Naban

Tea..

25c

Tea...

25c

3 pkga. Macaroni

25c

3 pkgs. Spaghetti

25c

pkgs. Vermicelli
pkgs. Cora Starch

25c

4
4

pkgs. Gloss Starch

25c

1 pkg. Grains of Gold

25c

pkg. Ralston'

Stamp Boxes, etc.

TAUPERT'S

Jeweler

t5

3

Hominy Grit
pkgs. Hominy Grits.....
pkgs. Mince Meat

3

pkgs. Rolled Oats (Prices) 25c

10b

3 pkgs. Quaker Cora Flakes
1

pkg. Quaker Rolled Oats

3

(large)
cans Tomatoes 2s

1 can Tomatoes

(large)...

,

25c

Modern seven room home on Seventh St. All
both inside and out, in
improvements,
best condition. Three lots, good lawn and
trees
$4500

25c

25c

Will Sail on Small

Monthly

25c

10c

ing in

cans String Beans
25c
3 cans Corn
25c
3 cans Peas
10c
1 can Cocoa
3 cans Heinze Pork & Beans 25c
3 cans Columbia Milk. . . . . 25c
1 can Corn Syrup No. 2... 10c
1 can Cora Syrup No. 5... 25c
20c
i lb. Coooanut
25c
4 11):. Navy Beans
25c
5 libs. Best Jap Rice
1
Sack Wyandotte
20c
Cleanser
1 No. 10 sick Corn Meal. . . 25c
25c
8 lbs. New Potatoes......
1 lb. Walter 'Bakers' Choc35o
olate
v
25c
8 lbs. Oyster Crackers
3 lbs. Fancy Soda Crackers 25c
1 quart P. V. Maple Syrup 30c
gal. P. V. Maple Syrup. 60c
15c
Box Toilet Soap
25o
1
1 Box Light House Soap... $3.00
25c
8 Bars Light House Soap.
8 bars, Diamond C Soap. . . 25c
25c

3

bars Pearl White Soap.. Ij25c

Pv.-i.-li--

a

can Libby's Jellied
Hock
.....;..."l5c
Lard Compound No. 3..... 30c
35c
Lard Pure No. 3

Cash Payment, Oalanco

at 8 per cent Inferos!.

Here is a chance to get a house on practically the same
terms as rent. We have other houses for sale, larger and
smaller, all prices and terms. See us when you think of invest-

25c

Rcat Eolato

Ihe Investment and Agency Corporation
Phone Main 40.

1,000
200
60
Leaa

-

GEORGE A. FLEMING, Manager.

RETAIL PRICES

WOO

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to tOOO lot. Each Delivery
Iba. to 1,000 Iba Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Iba. te 200 Iba
Than 50 Iba Each Delivery

M

AG

20o per
25c per
30c per
40o per
60o per

Ham, per lb

$1.10
20c
18c

100 Iba.

PU RiA GO M P A NY

Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

4

MountedriaLir
Chautauqua- v! lJ
Assembly

,

MouhtsiinoJr

N-

-

M.. August 2 to 13, 1911.

c Round trip tickets will be on sale July 31 to August 12th,
clusive and, limited to September 2nd, 1911.
5

10

lb.

,

1 25.1

Lard, Pure No.
Bacon, per lb

lb.

10
100 lbs.
100
100 Iba.

HarvestersrStorers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and tasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas

5

ita-fcnfMllirtiLS-

Optician

Breakfast

Food

7

'

at

25o

X pkg:.

3

TreLveling Sets, FJa.sks, Drinking Cups,
Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,

75c

v

lb. pkg. Richelieu

1

(IneorporataS)

Before You Start on Your Vacation Trip, We Would Like
fo Show You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as

$6.10

bottle Long's Pre-

berry

3

Continental Oil Company

f)K

$5.93

serves
1

f.

-

16-o-

VUlVvUlUJiy VC

$1.00

100 lbs. Cane Sugar

red

ta-elde.

lbs.

100 lbs. Beet Sugar

,

5

;

Flour... f 1.35
lbs. Homestead Flour... $1.35

50 lbs. Swansdown

.

-

lbs. Moses Beet Flour.. 1 1.60

Fare tot the Round Trip

in.

in-

$9.85

L. RATCHKLOR. Adfint.

.7

o,

14

-

12

13

110

.

Thfi
)

!

f

(iraaf S kyward Co.

Frank Revell,

For summer diarrhoea, n children al
ways give Chamberlain's

Colic, Chol-

era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
and a speedy cure is certain. For
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER oil,
saie &y an druggists.
Estimates Furnished oa All Kind of
Woifc a Specialty.
Bulldlnff-jo- b
Unles a man Uvea to learn he
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optia will nexver learn to live.
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Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement .
Advertisement
LOBBY
Notice is hereby given to whom It Notice is hereby given to whomde-It THE
Kotica ia hereby siren to whom it I Notice is hereby given to whom It
the
concern
that
following
may
d
thA following da- - may concern, that the following
mi concern thai the following d mv pnnmrn f
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1 crlbed estray animal wa takenN. upM.by LriWHW anlmai w taken up by
estray animal was taken up by John J. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
Los
Lunas,
Diogenes Otero,
One black bald faced
Jack Cleghorn, "Wilts Oaks, N. M.
J W. Harmon, Melrose, N. M.
t:
On
black Mexican horse,
On dark sorrel, nine years pony, about 7 years old, 7003.
One brown mare, about 10
years old.
Branded
r""1
years old, 15 hands high, blaze face, old, about 853 lbs., about 14 hands
i"""
Branded
SOCIETY AND
LOn left hip
high.
about 950 pounds.
-J
weight
J
On right hip
Branded
Branded
Ear marks
Said animal being unknown to uu
J- -l
On left shoulder
On left shoulder
brother alwaya welcome to tha
Rn&rH nnioM claimed by owner on o:
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2,, A. F.
to
animal
10
Said
Said
unknown
unknown
animal
tins
to
being
una
being
to
Said
this
animal
unknown
date
said
being
being
before July 29, 1911,
comwigwam. W. O. Wood, sacheln;
A. M. Regular
I
unless claimed by owner on or loard, unless claimed by owner on or
ad
Board,
or
owner
this
unless
on
claimed
of
Beard,
by
appearance
last
after
day
David Flint, chief of records and
before Aug. 1, 1911, said date being 10
munication first and
vertlsement, said estray will be Bold bjfor6 Juiy 29, 1911, said date being 10 before July 29, 1911, said date being 10
after last appearance of thW adcollector of wampum.
ad- day
owner when found.
third Thursday in each
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this
vertisement, said estray will be sola
brotn.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAKU,
Visiting
sold
month.
will
be
said
estray
by this board for the benefit of the
Albuauerque, N. M. vertisement, said estray will be sold
era cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second ana
when found.
first pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11 b- - this Board for the benefit of the y this Board for the benefit of the owner
H.
CATTLE
SANITARY
fourth Tuesday evening of eacli
BOARD.
when
H.
found.
owner
Stapp. W. M.; Chas.
William
owner when found.
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
Secretary.
month at O. R. C. halL Vlsltin
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
First pub. July 12, last pub. July 22, '11 Sporleder,
Eitray Advertisement
N. M.
Notice U hereby given to whom It
N. M.
Albuquerque,
are cordially invited. O.
Brothers
Albuquerque,
. .
. ....
..., , ... First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
K
may conoern that the following de-- l
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
H.
Hunker,
Advertisement
Estray
TEMPLAR Rg-3ula- r
genueu tjauaj auimu
KNIGHTS
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
D. Lucero, Chaperlto, N. M.
Condon, Secretary
conclave second
Estray Advertisement
Estray Aavertisemert
concern that the following de1
One sorrel horse B to 6
may
it
whom
to
is
month at Ma-Notice
to whom It
hereby
given
each
In
Notice
h
hereby
given
day
F. O. E. Meets first and tbira Tues
years old, white, about 14 hands.
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"May I beg a lift Katherine?"
"Indeed you may. Didn't I call you,
Garrett?"
"Good of you. I am fortunate. I'to
been wanting to see
He got In and shutyou"
the door at the
moment when, by the grace of the omnipotent policeman, motion became
again permissible. The racking motor
quieted into purring: the car slipped
forward, gaining momentum. Others,
a swarm, swirled round and past like
noisy fireflies. He ignored them all.
blessing his happy chance. Katherine
Thaxter in her corner had a smile for
him, dimly to be detected through the
gloom wherein her face glimmered
like some wan flower of the night,
beautiful, fragrant, mysterious.
"Where were you going, Garrett?"
"Oh . .
He emerged from
reverie with a little start at the sound
of her voice. "No place in particular.
I believe I had some hazy notion of
the club when you hailed me. And
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"Yes. I've been shopping."
"Tired?"
"Not very. . . . Curious I should
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the car stopped."
"I don't agree: it was telepathy."
"Oh, that's overworked. Garrett
Can't a commonplace coincidence be
explained any other way nowadays?"
"Perhaps: but not this time. I've
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me to walk uptown from Twenty-thirStreet and delays insignificant in
themselves brought me to that corner
Just in time. That Isn't coincidence:
" He sought the word.
it's
"What do you think?""Predestination another name for
luck."
"You're Ingenious."
"Grateful, rather."
She laughed, a gentle laugh that
faded In a sigh, and after a moment
of antlclpatlve silence, almost apprehensive, felt obliged to ask: "What
were you thinking about me, Gar
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The
t on and out, solacing himself woman stood with her back turned,
chattering volubly to the
in
iJrfEi. muttere1 something, hardly indifferent French: a small,assistant
slight figabout a stroll benefiting him. ure iwlth arms
uplifted, holding a
f,tDSfe.rTtDgt0
train, he chain of gold and imperial jade to the
-- -'
t iwea,ty-thlrStreet.
Beside her the man loomed
me stairs and proceeded light. his
solidly,
exagonsKiy vest, buffeted by a rowdy gerated by a heavy proportions attencoat, his
wind.
tive pose owning a trace of nronrie- Striking diagonally across Madison tary interest.
As Coast drew near he
Square Park, past the drearily Jetting looked up and faced
about, stripping
fountain and between arrays of
off a glove.
benches scarcely beggarly (sinceempty
that .'Why, h'ar'ye, Coast!"
class had deserted them for warmer
Tone and manner proclaimed the
lounging places) he turned northward encounter of old friends. Perforce
on Fifth Avenue, threading the
early Coast took his hand, pausing, then
evening throngs with a spring of Im- dropped it, with a grave "Good even
patience In his stride to distance cas- ing, Blackstock." His distaste for the
ual competition; and received upon a man affected him
but he
mind still Impressionable, for all that tried to conceal it intensely,
beneath a forced
it had ample food for meditation and banality:
"Early Christmas shopping,
nursed a private grievance, a variety eh?"
Of pleasurable
"Not exactly." Blackstock slurred
suggestions.
Dusk, the early violet dusk of late explanations.
"I've just been trying
November, brooded over the city, to get you on the telephone."
Coast's eyebrows underlined his surblurring its harsh contours, subduing
Its too blatant youth, lending an il- prise. "Yes?"
lusion jesemblinj the dim enchant"Yes. Thought you might care for
.- ..
.a ban d at bridge tonight; just a few
ment of antiquity.
Near Twenty-nintStreet he check- of Us at "my rooms: Van Tuyl, Truax,
ed sharply and stood briefly debating Dundas, yourself and me. We'll cut
something suggested by sight of a In and out. What d'ye say?"
Coast's acceptance' followed an Inshop window well known to him:
"It might save time: one may as stant's consideration. Had the Invitation been extended him at any time
well be sure "
Turning, he descended a pair of before noon of that same day, his reatone steps and crossed a flagged fusal would have been - prompt if
area to a door set at one side of a qualified by an Invented engagement.
window dressed with a confusion of Now, however, after what the day had
odd, enticing things: a display that rumored of the man, he was Inclined
tempted the eye with the colors of the to grasp an opportunity to study him,
rainbow fainting under weight of to see as much of him as possible lityears and dust A bell tinkled over-- tle as he cared to see anything of him.
"What o'clock?"
head as be opened and shut the door,
himself into a deep and nar-- .
"Oh, between nine and ten--n- y
I hang out?
row room crowded with" a heterogen- time. You ktrow-"wheous assemblage of objects thatglam-mere- d We'll count on you." Blackstock
with weird splendor in a semi-gloo- beamed, his eyes shining behind thick
made visible by halt a dozen lenses: to snare Garrett Coast was a
electric bulbs generously spaced. In signal conquest An additional trace
the rear, beyond a partitioning screen, of affable effusiveness oiled his alehone a warmer light '
ways slightly overpowering manner.
For the moment he saw no one. Ad Then doubt moderated it, and he had
vancing a few paces he halted, wait- an Irresolute eye tor his companion.
She had turned away from the case,
ing.
From behind the screen, at the back with an assured attitude imperative
of the shop, the proprietor appeared, of an introduction. Coast received an
oft stepping, smiling to greet a good Impression of a very large and elabocustomer of discerning taste. The lat- rately simple bat beneath which a
ter went to meet him with a pleasant great deal of hair, unquestionably no
stranger to henna, framed a face
air of liking.
whose dead white pallor effectively
"Good evening, Mr. Miller ''
'Good evening, Mr. Coast Some- emphasised a full scarlet curve of
Hps and large eyes like pools of viothing I can show you thiB evening?"
"The telephone, if you please." let ink, that looked him up and down
He bowed to Black
Coast laughed a little and was an- aulte openly.
words of presenta-constrained
cheerfully,
swered
jack's
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rett?"

"Much the usual thing, I'm afraid"
"Oh, Garrett!"
Her voice was rueful though she laughed. "Again?"
"I'm a persistent beggar, you know,
.
. .
Katherine.
But otherwise,
also, I happened to hear your name
mentioned today . , . gossip . .
M J4lft nmor .,-- '
He felt her eyis upon him, seriously
sweet and questioning, and frowned
slightly, wishing he had held his ton
gue, though aware that he could not
have, caring the way he did.
"Why not tell me? I'm waiting.
Garrett."
"Well. . . ." It was difficult: an
Impertinence; incredible, besides. But
now that he had committed himself.
he stiffened a resolve and plunged. "It
was said that your engagement to this
man Blackstock would be announced
before long."
That out bluntly, he caught a long
breath and, divided between fear and
faith, sat watching her.
The seconds of her silence spun, for
him an hour of anguish.
"Katherine . . ."
She turned. "Yes?"
"Have you nothing to say?" be
asked involuntarily, and at once regretted it.
"What do you wish me to say?" Her
tone was dull, as if she spoke mechanically, with a mind detached.
"Either affirm or deny. You owe me
that, at least"
"Do I?" She seemed surprised.
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marry him; he hasn't aa yet bad my
answer."
'Katherine! . . . You can't really care for him?"
"I'm trying to be sure, Garrett, before I tell him so or you."
"But but you mustn't! . . . The
thing's impossible. . . . You "
"You'll tell me why?"
Her composure was sobering. He
got himself more in hand: she was
not to be moved by storming, he
know. Reason, logic, an appeal to her
intelligence: she would require these
of him. Yet when put to it he could
not bring himself to tell what he knew
of the man by hearsay, if very credibly. .Personal defects, lack of breeding, and the like were all unstable obIn the end the best
jections.
he could do, since some sort of an answer was essential, waa to frame a
halting, inconclusive: "He's not the
sort . . . "

...

She misinterpreted Ms confusion.
"I know what you're thinking: that
he's not a spoke Jn our particular social wheel; an outsider. Must I condemn him for that? Are there no
right men, Garrett but yourself and
others of our 'set?' I know be has
his lacks; I fancy you'd call him
crude, if you were candid with me.
But men of his genius, his upbringing
. . . Not that I concede any
crudity in him; It's haMly that: he
merely lacks something difficult to
name it; not cultivation, not sensibility, but I'd say, friends."
"He has many. . . ."
So she cared enough to fight for
him! There was bitterness, surpassing the bitterness of aloes, in that discovery.
"I mean the right kind, yourself, for
Instance; friends to bring him out.
He's quick, adaptable, of a good family If not a wealthy one."
Coast fell back upon the one
objection of which he bad
certain knowledge. "He's got a villainous temper."
"Friends would teach him to control
it And there are excuses for that:
his sight his eyes are in a bad way.
He injured them seriously, somehow,
in his work somethmg about the
spark, I believe."
"Those wireless experiments of
his?"
"Yes. He's going to do great things.
men-tionab- le

Garrett"

191 1.
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CHAPTER II.
Resigning with little reluctance his
at the card table to Dundas,
turn It was to- - cut in. Coast
lighted a cigarette and wandered
of Blackstock's
round the dining-roon
apartment idly inspecting the
hunting prints that adorned the
green burlap walls.
Unspeakably bored, he went to the
buffet, where he poured a very little
Scotch into a tall glass, drowning it
with icy charged water. He had refused to drink up to that moment, and
was thirsty, but as he sat sipping and
watching the players. Van Tuyl's unnatural pallor, moist hair and fixed
smile affected him with a faint disgust and he put the glass aside, not
His brows knitted in
his concern for the man, who had
been drinking heavily and would pursue that madness until satiated or
sodden: no Influence that Coast knew
of would restrain him; he was as unmanageable as a wild horse, and as
spirited.
Slender, graceful, high lord of
Devil-maCare, Van Tuyl sober was
inimitable, more loved than feared In
spite of, perhaps because of, the wit
Exhe wielded like a whip-lascesses fanned that brilliancy to a
burning frenzy; at such times be knew
no friends, and those who knew him
avoided him; his wits, submerged,
frothed with a satiric humor that
etched as indelibly as an acid when
he did not lay on with a bludgeon of
A dangerous foil
vituperation.
to Blackstock, Coast thought, com'
paring them, wondering that they
were so much together. Contrasting
them he thought: fire and tow, rapier
and broadsword!
Blackstock was the broadsword of
that comparison, heavy and cumbersome if capable. Without an effort he
dominated the others. Van Tuyl always excepted; the sheer weight of
Blackstock's personality forced them
Into the background. Little Dundas,
with his deferential smile, delicately
pink face and permanently rounded
shoulders, seemed the veriest shadow
of a man: Blackstock's shadow be
had apparently constituted himself.
Truax, round of face and blandly practical, if unquestionably independent,
was only less dwarfed by his host
"A good bridger" Blackstock In
the current slang: giving himself
wholly to the game, playing to win,;
"wolfing the tricks," Van Tuyl told
place
whose
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"Late in the field."
"He leads it today; they all look to
him. Hl inyeatlons, discoveries, Improvements", will make wireless as him.
a thing as the telephone.
every-daThe comment brought a darkish
. . . I don't mean he couldn't win smlie to the man's face.
without friends: he's strong enough .
"What d'you want me to do with
'em?" he growled
"Men have little use for him, Kathflipping a card from bis band and as
erine."
swiftly making bis play from dummy.
"Women have."
"Make you a present of 'em? . . .
Coast strangled temptation.
Play to that, now; come through with
"He has magnetism."
"
He chuckled as he
that
"That and strength, ambition, en- gathered in the trick and led the
thusiasm. He's worth being a friend final card from dummy. "That'll teach
to. I want you to know him better, to you to double
my original make, I
like hltn, Garrett."
Game
and rubber,
guess.
a
After
little b managed to aay: Dunny: six without, doubled, and a
"111 try, If you wish."
little slam. Got that down?"
I do wish. Please, Garrett"
"Yes," replied Dundas, grinning
Then I'm to understand you seri feebly as he jotted down the score.
him?"
ously contemplate marrying
"Tough luck, partner," Truax obHer Yes!" was absolute.
served to Van Tuyl. "You couldn't
"Don't you see" he hated himself help doubling on your hand, of course,
for this he's after your money, Kath- and equally of course I had to be
erine?"
chicane in hearts."
"Garrett, that Is unworthy of you."
"Brains, rather," observed Van
He said nothing, doggedly taking Tuyl blandly, shuffling.
what comfort he might from the
Blackstock interposed hastily "That
fourth-bes- t
knowledge that he was right
spade of yours certainly
Gradually be comprehended that in did lead him up to slaughter." He
the course of their conversation the reached over and took up the deck at
car had left Fifth Avenue at the Plaza Truax's elbow, spreading the cards
and was crossing Central Park at the with a dextrous sweep of his strong,
Seventy-secon- d
Street entrance.
blunt fingers. "New game. Cut,, you
"We're near the gate," he said fellows."
"The invitation tempts; but there
abruptly. "If youH drop me there.
are some skins too thick . . ." Van
please "
Tuyl pursued.
"Certainly. Tell Patrick."
Coast groped for the speaking tube
Truax pushed back his chair, nodand communicated with the driver. ding cheerfully to Coast But for a
When be sat back he was conscious heightened tint of color he showed no
of the woman's softening regard.
trace of being aware of Van Tuyl's in"You're not angry, Katherine?"
solence. "Cut In, Garrett; it's your
turn. . . .
Unless," he added,
"No, Garrett; but I'm very, very sor
want to quit. It's pretty late.
"you-al- l
ry."
I think I'll drop, for one."
"If I've seemed presumptuous
"Drop," said Van Tuyl sweetly, "and
"To me, Garrett? Can you remem
be damned."
ber the time when we were not
"What do you mean by that?" Trufriends?"
t:
on his feet, turned upon his
ax,
I want you to under
"Nd
with, an Imperceptible tremor
stand that it wasn't altogether be,,
iThUvoice."
need
you,
cause I want you myself
better
the
is
part of
Prudence
wbecause I love you as you knocareful- have loved you for years. . . . Ml bridge," Van Tuyl explained
Dewno
man
was jealousy of your happiness. I lv. "He's a prudent
extremities
chilled
of
comes
conscious
believe."
I
"that
didn't
said nothing
of the game.
"I know. But you were are mis- when ahead
resentment, Truax
with
Crimson
understand."
to
come
taken. You'll
on the tip of his
retort
the
hesitated,
mis-!
"I don't want you to make ft
"I'n h Persistent Beggar, You Know,
tongue only withheld because ot
a
little
wait
take.
Katherine,
Wait
Katherine,"
appealing and sympathetic
before deciding. I'm sure of your Coast's Then
with a lift of bis plump
look.
she
''But what"
pursued, rousing, heart: it won't misguide you."
turned away, nodding to
he
shoulders
"
"does 'this man Blackstock'
'1 believe not I know my heart his host, Dundas and Coast.
"You know I don't like him, Katli- and mind."
he said brusquely, ana
erine. I can't"
"You know mine," he said gently, so
the effort his
betrayed
"But I can and do, Garrett."
and no more.
can send your
cost him. "You-al- l
There was simplicity in that, almost
That stabbed her; she winced, checks if I am anything ahead."
confessional. His fears assailed him.
a
"We'll try not to forget, thanks.
wondering why. But the personality
more imperiously.
of Douglas Blackstock stood forth, so satirlo smile on Van Tuyl's thin Hps
"Then it's true? Don't tell me that!
largely, limned in such vivid coloring, winged the Parthian dart
"What does Mr. Blackstock say?"
in the foreground of her conscious
Truax did not reply,1 but left the
"I haven't Interviewed him, of ness, that there was left little room,
n
room
"
abruptly, Blackstock accompany-Itoo
absurd
course. I seemed
even for old friends such as Garrett
him to the door. In his absence
"Why?"
Coast
Coast cut In as Van Tuyl's partner
The only report he had at command
Afoot, Coast lingered at the door, and took the chair Truax had just vawas pitifully inadequate: "Because I keen
eyes searching hers almost cated.
love you."
he
"Deal?"
plaintively.
inquired.
Black-stock
"Is that any reason why Mr.
"I'll drop in for tea tomorrow, if
"Yours," Dundas told him.
Bhould not?"
you ask me, Katherine."
"And," Van Tuyl interjected aa
"There are reasons why you
invitaan
took up the cards, "let us trust
needed
Coast
ever
"Have
yoi
shouldn't let your name be coupled
more bridge sense than that
Garrett?"
you've
tion,
with his."
111 come."
professional dummy." He nodded to
"Then
"And they are?"
He nodded to the driver and the indicate the departing Truax. "I careShe put it crisply. His heart sank,
In the evening,
told
early
him,
Tully
car
away.
swept
foreseeing defeat. He veered at a
after it had shot out of Bight that when I doubled I wanted not his
tangent, evasive. "You haven't an- heLong
stood staring. Then discovering highest heart, but the highest card of
swered me. Is there any truth in this
himself
bareheaded, hat and stick in his weakest suit. Do you tnink yo
rumor?"
an
hand,
object of amused regard, can remember that?"
"Not yet"
a curt laugh of confusion and
"You mean it may be true later?" with
be
"It's possible." she affirmed quietly. awakened
the
back
turned
park.
through
to
me
asked
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
"Mr. Blackstock has
y
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"Miss Fancher
my friend, Mr.
He was conducted behind tne
Coast."
(screen, where, beneath a strong light,
She nodded, giving him a small
lan assistant at a jeweler's bench sat
whose pressure was. a thought
hand
some
task
with
laboriously occupied
"I've heard about you,"
as
frank.
too
looked
up
He
of delicate artifice.
"Glad
Coast entered, with a greeting' cordi. she said, nodding emphatically.
jelly returned. Coast went directly to to know you."
"And I've enjoyed your dancing
the telephone, a wall instrument, unbooked the receiver and detailed a many times, from the far Bide of the
dumber to Centrai. The proprietor footlights," he told her pleasantly.
"Nice of you to say that. I'm with
idlsappeared into an adjoining roon.
Rathskeller Girl now, you know.
The
An instant later Coast spoke again.
"That you, Soames? . . j. P1r.t Have you seen it?"
"I'm promising myself the pleasis Mr. Coast U Miss Katherine find
will
you
ure.
fcnTrte? . . . Then
'it.?
av her If Rhe has tirri "Well when, you come, lust let me
.
me
for
ee
to
..
a,ew moments befpre know.'
ner
r Very wejlr
1
tfcnt
lorget." Coast assured
dlnnei,
' "There
1
run
aiuusnow
fltff
"But
was a lengthening
Vaguely.
uiacRawcu.
Fancher
6".
ling which fliehtiue dealer iluly Miss
,
Els" ffnTai eye ftUTiat:i.S
night.".......
sen- a
with
nlr
n nnpn
.1- "between Coast and a cryMl decan.er
oddly
and
perturbation
relief
of
sfttlon
be had fetched.
Instead of soothing the
wiVutkg." Coast rut commingled.
"Yes. Centi-ahis grievance until it
warmed
and
brandy
his hand over the transmitter
in his bosom and
to
writhing
turned
Wed" a rpWving head. "Going
So that was
adder.
an
like
him
stung
try to poison me, Miller?"
He pressed forward
Mr
man!
the
"Just a drop of old brandy.
now in an introspec- m more rapidly,
rnsiit verv old. from my home
in u "
oblivious
Uve mood,
nce."
him.
telegratified
centlyhnd
the
to
Coast nodded, recalled
u
At Fortiotn Street u"
.
over across irum
phone. "Hello, Soames.
. . ; the southern corner,
I
please.
called,
well. Tell her
of the neW
colonnade
the dull grey
No! no message, thank you. GoodUj.
a break in
awaiting
.;.,! Library,
As he hung up the receiver, a wipiof traffic.
stream
the
n
ng tintinnabulation sounded at
A policeman presently moae
vedoor. Miller, busy with Ela
haldlnK back the pres. pf
"S-- e
wbotha.
looked to his assistant
a strlK of their
hicle,
Permit
Is. Charley," he said. Tb
to break through. Coast
w!trh1 "
slipped from bis seat
the curb and in
brl Sled down fromwould
more light in the front of th
have been
minute
to
and vanlHhed round the screen.
in
but
rum.opM
0
As he did so, CoMt h.'srfl fli
,nVr?lC.Veo .
.
y a boar
fiiiiowt'd
m
him
1
beneath the
g "rllrd, be lmltrrt
lf hm1ome homes
Pnlr
of
J'0 .mm
Miller was offering him
"l1
b
'1W
"
it
brld
tt
and
bowi
.
d at random i IkIK
.
ntiiii tsHiliiK. Inht'i- mi.no
attain h
..out of the corner or an
rTliHt Is fiood." be suld, " WW
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Last night the Misses Frances and
Lucy Myers entertained the D. M. C
at a line party at the Photoplay
which was followed by a slumber party at the Myers -- home, 919
Sixth strcot

LOCAL NEWS
A

Limited Supply of
"No Man'a Land.".'

Apples

5 cents a pound

i n
4 u John
St. Pierre and

J- -

tie
'

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR!
j

ALBUQUERQUE

n

October ,9, 10,

11, 12, 13,

14, 1911.

-

Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
ISAAC BARTH,

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

r.

Secretary-Manage-

ESTABLISHED 1870

Th

First National Bank

.

ALLEGED

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Vanilla ice cream and cake at White
Kitchen tonight. The clean place.

For

Once in a great while you meet a
woman who understands men, but
she is too busy manipulating
the
tetnngs to say anything about it.

0 ua lity

J When
(pet)t he

a fellow Is head over ears in
doesn't always feel out of
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GREENBERGER'S

Charged with stealing bedding of the
value of $3, the property of Mrs.
Charles Scott, Ross Garrison and H.
Garrison were placed on trial, this
morning in the court of Justice D. R.
Murray. The theft is alleged to have
occurred during the latter part of
June, when the Garrisons, who had
been occupying a small house in the
north part of the city, left town with
out, it is said, paying their rent to
their landlady, Mrs. Scott The bedding was found a tew days later in a
second hand store.
At the time of their disappearance
an effort was made to find the Garrisons, but the officers were unable to
locate them. They returned to Las
Vegas yesterday, however, and were
arrested by Santa Fe Officer E. J.
Wells. The Garrisons are said to be
dope fiends. Snuffing cocaine is said
to be their greatest delight.
A young native woman who gave
her name as Lucy Johnson, testified
this morning against the Garrisons.
She said she lived in the house with
the two men for some time. At the time
of the disappearance of the bedding
she said the men disappeared also.
Miss Johnson also noticed some of
her clothing was gone. This she afterwards found in a second hand store.
. The Johnson
woman was not closely questioned as to her relations with
the two Garrisons but she Is said to
have passed aa the wife of one of tho
men. During the time they resided
together other men are said to have
been frequent callers, but whether or
not they came upon the invitation of
the Garrisons is not known.
After the trial had been In progress
for a short time the Garrisons decided they would like to be represented
by an attorney. Justice Murray accordingly adjourned the court until
this afternoon. The Garrisons secur
ed the services of Chester Hunker.

You're Invited.
Hart, - Schaf fner ; and Marx,
Bderheimer Stein, and Michael
Stern furnish the Goods, We
furnish the Entertainment to
the tune of

Discount

I3
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On all Men's Suits.
A $25 Suit Costs You Only $16.65.
A $20 Suit Costs You Only $1335.

And so on,
You know what That, Means
When WE Advertise It.

GREEN BERG ER.
Have Your House

Wired
Then you can use any of
the modern appliances.

Call up and we will make
you the best proposition you

ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light

Power Co.

&

We Launder Your
Negligee Shirts

You have not got the- - best
Go-Ca- rt

in a way that makes them look
much better than is possible
when they are sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
You Till find that we make
them cleaner and whiter.
If
we
wash
them thoroughcolored,
ly, but so carefully that the colors stay bright"
We starch the shirts just
right, so the bosoms stay in
place and the neckbands hold
your collars properly. And we
launder the cuffs so they look as
nice as your collar.
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
'
with your other linen.

made unless

A,

you have a 1911
a
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"Princess.

sf
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Another large shipment just
received
The "Princess" is the Best
cool in summer, warm in winter.
ar

cart on the

In Price $9.00 to $17.50.
Combines many exclusive features.

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local Agents.
i

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

FOR 30 DAYS

Try the

ptwsin

Monarch Brand

light.

FIENDS ftETURN

TO , CITY AND ARE PROMPTLY

hrief-writin-

OF

POPE

;

JAILED

E. Rosenwald and Son have preCarriage goes out to Harvey's Wed
nesday morning. Passengers please sented to the Y. M. C. A. a handsome picture which has been hung
phone orders to Murphey's.
above the fireplace in the lobby. The
Positively no camping, finning or scene depicts a number of English
C gentlemen In red coats about a dinhunting allowed on our ranch.
ner table. Before a fireplace a woman
W. and F. J. Wesner.
is seated, apparently lost in thougflit
Vanilla ice cream and cake at White Each of the men is gazing intently
at the woman. A number of interKitchen tonight. The clean place.
pretations can be given to the picture. One is that each of the men,
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar while seated with jolly companions
at dinner, is thinking of some woman
rel on the bar.
waiting for him at home. The picWanted Operator to copy Associat ture is attractive and peculiarly aped Press report over The Optic's propriate to be hung above an open
leased wire dally except Sunday, 11:30 fireplace.
to 2:30. Call on city editor.
One thing is true and that is that- the
Albuquerque Grays did not hit at
Wanted Girl to go out to Harvey's
.400 clip in the last series. In the
any
waitress
table
for
Wednesday morning
two games the Grays made sixteen
and help In kitchen. Leave word at
hits In seventy-sevetimes at bat,
Murphey's or phone I Iain 124.
giving them a team batting average
of .207. The Maroons got twenty- Anselmo Gonzales of Sanchez yes two
safe drives in seventy-seve- n
terday applied at the court house for times at bat,
making a team average
on three coyotes
$6 as a bounty
of .293. A. Weeks did the best stick
killed by him this month near hi
work for Albuquerque. He made
home.
three hits in six times at bat, mak
a batting record for the two
There will be a series of social ing
of .500.
games
His brother, the
functions given during the summer
famous
three hits in
Rube,"
got
various
the
societies
of
the
by
nine times up. His nercentaee is
churches for the benefit of the Las
.333. Lockhart outhit any other playVegas hospital, to which the general er on either team.
He got four hits
public is cordially Invited. The first in Beven times
and
his record, is
up
of these will be given by the Ladies' .576.
Smith and Montano hit .500
Aid of the Methodist church In the
each. Schoeny got three hits in sevchurch parlors on Friday afternoon,
en times at bat and made a record
July 28.
of .428, while Ellis hit .300, getting
three hits in ten times at bat
The Lawyers and Doctors of Las
Vegas, having played against each
POSTAGE TO BE PROBED
other last summer, have' come to the
New York, July 18. The special
conclusion they could pick a strong commission
authorized to look into and
team from the members of the two
report on the merits of the magazine
professions. If the bankers or any postage controversy met here today
wish
other hunch of
under, the presldeoeri 'Of Justice
to try strength with the
Hughes, the chairman of the commisg
bunch they will have sion.
Today's session was devoted to
no difficulty in getting a game.
preliminaries and to the consideration
of some plan of action.
Extensile
The revival meeting at the Baptist
will be held, and it is expect
hearings
church last night drew a good sized
ed that many prominent railroad offl
crowd. Evangelist Stewart, as on for
clrJs will be asked to testify.
mer evenings, preached a powerful
sermon. At tonight's meeting, "The
TO BUY BOSTON CLUB
Fast Young Woman, ' will be Rev.
Washington, July 18. The EvenStewart's subject, and it is expected
he will have much to say of Interest ing Star todafy says James McAleer
to fathers and mothers, as well as is behind the movement to buy the
to young people. Tomorrow night he Boston American league club; that
will talk on "The Fast Young Man." he recently opened negotiations with
The musio in connection with these John I.. Taylor, and is believed now
to have an option on the Boston club.
nightly services is a special feature
that is being greatly enjoyed by those
who attend.
.
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Good ' Value

OFPETfY: LARCENY

i.Miss Gladys
Mr.
Raftery were "nnived in marriage Ban- day evening by Rev. Father A. Rabey-- !
rolle, pastor of the Church of the Imthe
Nolettes
best
at
Always get
maculate Conception. The marriage
barber shop.
was solemnized at the home of Father
Hot lunch every morning at 10 Rabeyrolle on Main street Mrs. Raftery has resided in Las Vegas several
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
years and has a large number of
"No Man's Land," by Louis Joseph friends. Mr. Raftery is employed by
the Santa Fe. Mr. and Mrs. Raftery
Vance, begins In this issue.
will reside on Eighth street.

Isn't that draft beer fine at
Opera Bart

Extra Fancy Crab

ARllESTED. ON CHARGE

the-atej- r.

1

THE PARISIAN
nDY riFAUFDQ

l

of

e
m

Hot Work

Vegetables,
Fruits,

and Woman's Garments,
Laces, Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and" Slippers, Neckties; Clean and Bleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
We call
Block Felt Hats.
for and deliver the goods.

etc.

THE BEST PLACE
fussing around a. cook stove
in any kind of weather. Let

in Las Vegasito buy
Groceries and Meats

Us do

your Baking lor You.

The

Best

"Home-made-

J. II. STEARNS

1 523 Sixth St. Phone Main 35.

Pure Things to Eat

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

here.

The "Home of

itary Bakery Goods."

Subscribe for Tim Optic
:

(The Coffee Man.)

!

San.

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

PANSY
PLANTS

.PANSY.
PLANTS

-

PLANTED

Now will give a fine crop of blossoms
in the fall when earlier plants are
through blooming.

Boucher

Every Sack Guaranteed

mmoJ

''

Bread, Rolls, Cakes, Pies,
and Cookies will be found

Don't FiiVto Read Ad. on Page 5.

Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

will clean and press all Men's

35o Per Dozen, 3 Dozens for $t.00

Perry'
Store Phono

O

nion

Main 462

& Son

Ranch Phono Main 276

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

Ton; Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
finest draught beers served over any-taIn the city.

Excellent home table.
J
Saddle burros free.
Excursions everywhere.
Finch's Golden Wedding Ry. aged
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week. In. the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course. ,k
Leave orders at Murphey's.

J

